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Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, July 10.
Chairman Smith of the Senate
Committee on Territories re
turned today from. Michigan.
He informed the New Mexican
correspondent that he bad held
the statehood report out of
high .regard for the;two territories'.;; He is trying, to iron out
certain of the well known raged edges. He did not want to
bring the two territories to the
brink of a precipice and then
throw them over. He said he
cannot be quoted too strongly,
that he did not reach the Senate in time to present the report today but will present It
tomorrow to let others try and
iron out the ragged edges. Senator Bailey presented a bill
amending the ouse bill making the cuty on all wools, thirty advalorem, except Saxony
velvet carpets which are to pay
,,
forty per cent.
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Canutillo
buquerque,
bridge
gone.
Agriculture, contained the
X built at first.- - The entire strue-- X '
terday, when their automobile plung
Land Office Reversed.
:t Vin a fog were both of steel
as
Is
as
not
was
was
river
The
not
it
gether
but
la
it
that
high
days
provision
of
X
a
will
tare
cost
X
about quarter
embankment In Ar- - the order
and about 400 feet long.
31,000 TEXTILE WORKERS
Notice was received by Mrs. Etta ed over a
structure
no
and
been
has
last
there
the
by
signed
week,
presiwere
X
finallyX a million dollars. There
. was
BACK OF 8PINDLES.
Several of the crew andpassengers
V'- 3rame a few days ago from tk Gen- IntattiWt'MtoM'&i
flood damage except to the bridges,
contract
X
'"'T
:'g;,B';';
six
the
X
and
i
bidders,
under
the machine and was
of the Mitchell were taken on board
eral Land Office to the effect that in pinned
, "Who struck it out?"
,"I do not X was not awarded until Satur- - X and .that.. Is due to the crumbling of
"
contest of Kenneth McNIchol vs. crashed aboflt the chest. fWigle was know."
Annual Shut Down In New England to the Mack more or less severely'. In
the
banks.
X
X day evening.. .
Etta Crame Involving her homestead tnrown clear of th- machine.
Curtail Production Has '
jured.
No Monopoly.
X'f.,. Mr, Windsor's bid was f69,--j X 8TEEL TRUST HAS
v Been Granted.
entry on tre Laplata that the decision
10.
X
was
bid
D.
A
VY.
607.80.
1
X
The
C,
uly
cons;
Wghest
BACHU8
Washington,
was reversed,
NAMED
of the Santa Fe Office
GATES GROWS WEAKER;
PLENTY ORDER8 AHEAD.
V
A
- ..
1 r
n
munlcatlon has been sent to Charles X tor $162,000,.. or over $92,000 X
r IMMIGRATION .C0MMI88I0NER
rthe commissioner oi ine unerai uuu
Leased Wire to Tfew Mexican) (By Special Leased Wlr to New Mexican)
CONDITION MORE SERIOUS.
(By
Special
s
bid.
Windsor's
iX
P. Taft's secretary at Cincinnati ask X more than Mr.
Office holding, that notwithstanding
Boston, Mass., July 10. More than
T
so
Wlfei
!
for
away
such
an
ta
(BT
that
to
Speetal
Jetter.be
will
X
Work
ing
inquiry
right
UnVnUki
begin
evidence
was'
J
fact"
that there
rthe
- New
York, N. .'Y., July 10. The 31,000 operatives employes In textile (By Soeclai Leased wire to New Mexican)
WashingtbSi; D.i,Cf.Uuly 10. Presi- instituted there. Mr. Taft said that X that the cathedral may be finhow that she maintained .residence
an- mills in various parts of New England
United States Steel Corporation
'
Paris, July 10. The condition ot
.
R.
dent
S.
The.
discussed
Taf
never
t
sent
or
had
ished
soon
as
to the Senate he
Ryan
X
today
elsewhere a part of the time there
resumed
work
after
W. Gates was said 'today to be
shut
downs
John
nounced
today
unfilled
ton
the
that
today
on
Feder
not a six months absence from the nomination of Samuel W. Bachus Controller Bay with his brother and X front faces the south
nage on its books June 30, Is 3,361,058 of varying lengths, in accordance with unchanged except as the duration of
the homestead such as to be conSld- to be. Commissioner of Immigration had received no letter so far as he X al street and Washington ave- the the policy of curtailing production his illness has weakened the patient
-,
at San Francisco, suceeding Hart N.J
X tons against 3.113,187 tons on
X - nue. .
adopted by the mill managers.
and rendered the case more serious.
books May 31
on
(Continued
Page eight)
(Continued oa Page Eight)
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pistol in celebration of the Fourth
CHILDHOOD.
of July at Vaughn, Guadalupe county,
(After Heine)
he was sent to jail for sixty days.
By B. Paul Neuman.
My child, we two were children,
Little and merry were we,
Real Estate Deal.
The First National Bank at Gallup
We wriggled Into the
And hid ourselves there with glee. has bought from the Caledonia Coal
brick building at
company a
"
Is sounded
Gallup, which the bank will occupy
in part.
The regular farmyard cry,
it cheated
The ears of the passers-by- .
Saloonkeepers Held for Grand Jury.
Camilo Berardinelli and Alejandro
In the yard there were packing cases, Lopez, saloonkeepers accused of sellWe papered them bit by bit,
ing liquor on Sunday, were held for
the grand jury at Old Albuquerque.
And there in our elegant mansion
The pair of us loved to sit.

The Little Store

Folay Kidney Pills

"

I

Know In Every Loaf"

Executors

TRY IT

Southern

The probate court at Albuquerque
fined the executors of the estate of
the late Jose F. Candelario, $20 each
for failing to file an appraisement
seys.
And thanked her each time for her ana to make a report.
-

mn

Fined.

One of our regular callers
Was the cat from over the wall,
WTe met her with bowings and curt

n
Santa Fe.

For sale by all dri'ggists.
Mr. Fritz saw four men with bundles
crossing the San Juan and later
others reported seeing only three men
headed toward Gallup. The author- -

call.

Telephone No. 40.

j

ities are investigating.

Bitten by Rattlesnake.
Eleanor, the five year old daughter!
0f W. Siesslove livine 15 miles north.
of Naravisa, Quay county, was
bitten in the foot by a large rattle-- j
snake. She was hurried to Naravisa!
for medical attention and is now out
of danger.

I

lee Factory for Belen.
A large ice manufacturing plant is
We trusted her cold was better,
Our speeches- were smooth and pat, to be erected at Belen, Valencia
Since then we have said the same ty, by Newton, Kansas, capitalists.
The new plant has a contract to furthings
nish the Santa Fe Railroad with ice.
To many an ancient cat.
coun-jWe-

Corner Plaza,

QUICK IN RESULTS

Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,
KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE,
RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of the
of the
KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION
BLADDER and all annoying URINARY
IRREGULARITIES. A positive boon to
MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY
PEOPLE and for WOMEN.

two-stor- y

"The Best

-

TONIC IN ACTION

hen-hous-

DENVER BREAD

MONDAY, JULY 10, 1911.

st

Some times we sat discussing
Contract for Bridge.
The board of county commissioners
Like graybeards ever so wise,
Woman to Run Saloon.,
j
Sighed as we thought of the present for Chaves county has given the MidMinnie Carrol whose resort at Al-- i
land Bridge company the contract to buaueraue was closed because of the!
Wished that the past could rise.
build a low truss bridge with 18 foot j warfare on the Red
Lights, has de-- ;
Sorrowed that triiBt and faith,
roadway across the South Berrendo cided to open a cafe and saloon and
near Roswell for $6,228.
And love had departed hence,
has renewed her license to retail
Groaned at the price of coffee,
liquor.
And the scarcity of pence.
District Attorney on Vacation.
District Attorney L. O. Fullen of
Drunk Stabs Countryman.
Gone are the days of childhood,
Roswell has gone east on a vacation
Rupert Calderon while drunk, stab- As all things turn to dust,
M.
H.
has
DoW.heH .Tilnn fliiHiiroa whn tried tn lead
designated
trip and
EXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
The world, the years, and the pen-- , district attorney for Chaves county, 'hlm away from a
pic.nlc near Carls.
anu u. x. ASKern ior uurry, Kooseven bad Eddy C0Unty.
nies,
Calderon has fled
FRESH EVERY DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS CAKES
And love, and faith, and trust,
and Eddy counties during his absence, and Ousures is in the hospital at
Carlsbad and will recover although he
Scotchman Who Seems Dishonest. had lost a large quantity of blood beSpringer, Colfax county, according fore help came.
'
to the Stockman, mourns the disapABOUND THE STATE
pearance of Alexander Stuart, who Could Not be Appointed Executor.
prided himself on being a ScotchThe probate court at Albuquerque
man. Sundry creditors are in sackPHONE 191 BLACK
Hurt in a Runaway.
refused to appoint J. Lorenzo Hub-belMrs. D. L. Pond had her arm broken cloth and ashes for having trusted
of Ganado, Arizona, executor of
and a wrist dislocated In a runaway him.
the estate of his brother, the late
six miles west of Deming.
Thomas S. Hubbell, because the apTheft of Ties.
is a resident of i another
plicant
Policeman G. Fred commonwealth.
School Bonds Paid.
Special Mounted
He was however
x
.
:
i
xi
xi
j
The school district of Otis, Eddy muriajr 1B luveigauuB me men "appointed guardian of Thomas S.
comes county,
has just paid off an issue ties at Domingo from the Santa
Jr m,nor gQn of the fle.
In one ceased.
bara Pole and Tie company.
need of $2,500 in school bonds.
case sufficient ties were stolen for the
and
construction of a comfortable
Raised the Roof and Escaped.
Hubbell Acquitted.
Frank A. Hubbell was discharged
Two drunks in jail at Dexter, substantial dwelling.
at Albuquerque on. Sunday by Justice
Chaves county, tore out part of the
Died at the Age of 107 Years.
W. W. McClellan from the charge
roof and made good their escape. The
Seated in her arm chair with a of assault with intent to kill preferred
men were residents of Roswell.
smile of contentment on her face, by Charles F. Spader, a merchant of
Mrs. Petra Archuleta de Romero, Bernalillo.
The testimony showed
New Indian School.
A school to accomodate 300 board aged 107 years, was found Saturday that Hubbell used his pocket knife
on Spader in self defence, that Spader
ing pupils is being built at Bonito- evening at the home of her daughter
She was a had been to various saloons drink
You
on the Navajo Reservation in Mc- Mrs. Maria Barreras.
native of Garfield, Dona Aua county. ing and it appears from the testimony
Klnley county.
that the quarrel arose while the men
Police Protected Vice,
were gambling.
Hubbell did not
Mountain Lions Killed Colt.
until 'Spader had
The referee of the state supreme draw his knife
Mountain lions last weeK Wiled a
GORMLEY,
FRANK
colt belonging to George Dillard at court of Nebraska in his report in the struck him and pushed him against
suit to oust Chief of Police John J. the bar so that Hubbell could retreat
Nogal, Lincoln county.
Phone Black 6619
Santa Fe, N. M.
Donahue of Omaha, found that Dona no further. Spader is a tall, heavy
hue failed, neglected and refused to man, and Hubbell Is of slight built
Salt for Santa Fe.
has enforce the laws against houses for
The Estancia Salt Company
ot lishipped a carload of salt from its prostitution and for the sale
quor.
Fe.
to
near
Santa
Estancia
salt lake
GIVE

WE

REGISTER

WITH

TICKETS

CASH

ALL

PURCHASES.

'

WE ARE ALWAYS HAMMERING AWAY TRYING TO PLEASE
OUR CUSTOMERS BY GIVING THEM
HONEST
HARDWARE
FOR THEIR MONEY.
..DON'T LOSE YOUR TEMPER USING POOR TOOLS.
BUY
OURS; THEY ARE PROPERLY TEMPERED.
POOR TOOLS ARE A POOR INVESTMENT.
BUY
OUR
GOOD TOOLS AND MAKE A GOOD INVETMENT.

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c

Phone

NAPOLEON

LOUIS

F.

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

&

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK
All kinds of flowers,

ALFALFA SEED.

f arden & field

FOOD.

seeds in bulk and package
--

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

Phone Black

45

PIAN05

ten months. They have hundreds of
satisfied customers in New Mexico
and Arizona.

Co.

n

45

PIANOS

V

Chickerlng Bros.
Bush and Lane.
Learnard-Lindeman-

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

Mysterious Actions.
Well Known Resident Dead.
Michael Miller, who was born in New underclothes, a new comforter,
Union county, died at Mosquero in two axes, new files and other tools,
that county from kidney disease. He a new alarm clock, an accident insurance policy and other personal bewas aged 46 years.
longings were picked up by M. Fritz
on this ranch near Aztec Springs,
Marriage License.
George H. Thomas of Isleta, aged San Juan county. Some time before
47, and Delia Davis,
aged 33, of
Pueblo, have been granted a mar
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh That
riage license at Albuquerque.
Contain Mercury
as mercury will surely destroy the
He Trod on the Grass.
Albert Tovel was arrested at Raton sense of smell and completely derange
and fined $5 and costs for walking the whole system when entering it
over the sprouting grass in the new through the mucous surfaces. Such
articles should never be used except
park.at the Gate City.
on prescription from reputable physicians, as the damage they will do is
Died of Heart Failure.
Joseph McCaffrey, aged 20 years, ten fold to the good you can possibly
Hall's Catarrh
a bellbov at the Alvarado. died sud derive from them.
Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney
denly of heart failure on Saturday.
& Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury
and is taken internally, acting dlrectly--l
Insane Woman.
Deputy Sheriff Baca brought to upon the blood and mucous surfaces
Santa Rosa from Alamogordo, Guada- of the system. In buying Hall's Calupe Reyes Sandoval de Martinez who tarrh Cure be sure you get. the genuine. It is taken internally'and made
had become insane.
in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co.
Killed Three Mountain Lions.
Testimonials free.
killed three1
Sold by Druggists. Price, 75c per
Robert Wedgewood
mountain lions on the Arner ranch on bottle.
the North Percha, Sierra county. The
Take Hall's Family Pills for constilions had killed several of Arner's pation.

letter, a telegram or a telephone
to them regarding pianos, prices and
terms will prove to prospective piano
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lln-dema- n
Milton and the World Famous Cecilian
Co. will meet every customer goats.
Interior Player Pianos, and many more than half way In making
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple and satMunificent Offer of Judge Abbott
This firm has purchased over six' isfactory business transaction, not on
Judge Ira A. Abbott of Albuquerque
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
has offered a $4,500 building and $500
in cash if Albuquerque raiBes $5,000
LEARNARD-LINDEMANN
CO.
to endow a Young Woman's Christian
A

Schiller.
Victor
Jesse-Frenc-

The Square Music Dealers
SANTA

R.

::

Albuquerque,

N. M.

::

Established

1900

FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

J. CRICHTON

LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds
of boilding material

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

YARD ON EICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

THAT

SUMME

R

It

Phone

14

OUTING

HATS

and Foil Assortment of Unique San Juan Potter)
Latest in Hand Color
Artistic
Framinr.
inf Post Cards.

New

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

M

to the agent.

If Its Hardware We Have

MEXICAN

l,

When the dry spell
this summer you will
a gasoline engine to run
your pump and save your
crops. When these en
gines are not pumping they can be connected to
any other machine and will run it cheaper than
runninz it by hand power.
can have complete information and price
on an outfit suitable for your work by applying

14.

FOR

J

Groceries and Delicatessen

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

San Francisco Street.

?
Whv
Imnnrt
Mineral
Water
a
wa
' mmJ
V
W
sin
w

:

:

WHEN

I I

A

YOU CAN GET

THE

W

S

S

:

;

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special Hi jch Ball Ginger Ale '
Delivered to your house.

Patronize home industry.

Leave orders at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

WATER CO,

WOOD'YS HACK LINE

oal

Prom,

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meeti Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the
the north bound train and
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
way. Good covered hack
teams.

TUar dente
SJ
FARE

arrival ot
arrives at
any other
and good

3a,lB

Weed

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

CERRILLOS

Lump

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
ZTUrs.r5?,S?!
Telephone 85
Telephone 85

ra.gwx Coxxufoxtafel.

"r4 $5.00
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

W. H. KERR
AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
Phone us, we 'will be glad to call for
your laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays and deliver on Thursdays and

Fridays.

All work is guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons sewed en
your shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122

PHONE

RED 122

FOR

rUA

C AI

P

oUX

,J2Pr0Yed

anfl"

unimproved

City Property,

Orchards

aTdRancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

Modern Residences for Rent.

103

F. M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

We Have Built Up

La

Salle

Restaurant

CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Telephone 11.

Association.

Two Doors Below F. Andrews
(tegular Meals 25 Cents

Saloon Advocates Lose Out.
The saloon advocates who petitioned the board of county commissioners of Eddy county to disincorporate

Store,

Short Order at all Hours
THE WEEK $6.00
'
French Noodle Order 20c a dish
New York Chop Suey sOe.
BOARD

Carlsbad, were denied their request
by the bdard.

Imperial Laundry

Charles W. Dudrow

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surrles, Saddle Horses.

BY

Raton Globe Trotters.
Ralph Ludlum and Joseph DeLucio
of Raton have started on a two
months' globe trotting trip during
WE HANDLE LUMBER
which time they will visit several Euin large jininitipynd have
countries.
ropean
modern ' facility lor furnishing the
For Best Laundry Work
very best rough or drrsted
Cut Off Finger In Lawn Mower.
.;) Lumber
The three year old daughter ol Mr.
We are tbut BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
and Mrs. Robert Boulware at Silver of every description.
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
beet prices
th
to
enabled
ntske
off
cut
of
the
her
third
vtrj
tip
City
finger
in a lawn mower with which she was tor Lumber of' ; such blgb ' grade
V.'e will be pleased to figure on row
playing.
Agency at O. K. Barber Shop.
r ;,
contracts.
Mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.
Jailed 8ixty Days for Celebrating.
Because Sabino Garcia fired off a
Phone Red No. 23.
Phone, Red No. 2J
'

LIVERY STABLE
cihL 'Phone

9

CHAS. CLOSSON

When ia Need of Anything
in the LIVERY LINE.
Drivers Furnished.
Don Caspar Ave.

For Health Seekers and Rest Seekers
Mountain Heatth Resort, 22 miles from Santa Fa on main Una of Santa Pa,
miles from depot
ona and one-naTent bungalows, in Pine Forest, with every accommodation, furnished (or
J
housekeeping and ready for occupancy.
..... . . A
A ft. ML.
if

-

Qlorleta,

N. M
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EVER HAVE IT?

TIMFTARIPA1I
LOCAL TRAINS
of

The following are the time tables
tie local railroad! :
"A. T. A 8. F. Ry."

Santa Fe Citizen Will Interest
You.

Bver have a

"low-dow-

back?

Leave
connect with No 3 west
'
bound, No. 10 eastbound.
Returning arrive iX Santa Fe 12:10
g.10 a. m.

p. m.
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, west
bound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
p. m.
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and
9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound
Returning arriv at Santa Fe 11:19
p. m. '
D. A R. G. Ry.
Leaves 10:16 a. m. for north.
Arrive 3:05 p. m. from north.
New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 5:45 p. m., conlects with No,
2 east and 1 south and west
Arrive 3.1S p. m. with connections
from No. 3 east

Herewith arc some bargains ottered
br the New Mexican Printing company: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound. 75c Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Pleadings. $6; the two for 110.
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
of New Mexico, 1889. 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
full leather $3.
Sheriff's Flexible

Pock't

Cover

If You

A GREAT
Have, the Statement of This

Dockets, single, $1.25;
two or more books, $1 each.
New
M'xico Supreme Court Reports, Not
3 and 10 inclusive, $3.30 each. Com
pllatlon Corporation Laws, 75 c Com.
pllation Mining Laws, 0 c Money's
Jigest of New, Mexico Reports. fuU
sheen. R0; full list school blanks.

For ttale by all dealers. Price 60
Foster-Milbur- n
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
8tates.
Remember the name Doan's
take no ether

and

Santa Fe Brakeman Injured.
M. Frushee, a Santa Fe brake-man- ,
living at Raton bad his right
hip fractured and his shoulder blade
broken by falling from a freight car
at Trinidad, Colorado. He was taken
to the company hospital at La Junta,
J.

Colorado.

THE VAUGHAN RANCH
(Old Sparks Ranch)

Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
Best of Food

Best of Beds

Pure Spring Water
No Invalids
$15 a Week
Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willov and Bear Creeks
Cold

Write Pecos

Telegraph Glorieta

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
SANTA FE, N. M, TO

$50.35

Buffalo,- -

$64.95

St. Louis,

44.35

Denver,!- -

21.(0

New York,

76.35

ColoradoSp'gs,

18.15

75.95

Pueblo,--

-

Boston,

-

16.35

I ftW DA TEC T0 MANY 0THER PRINCIPAL POINTS IN
LU IT 1A I CO THE UNITED STATES, CANADA and MEXICO
LIBERAL LIMITS AND STOP OVER PRIVILEGES.

'

For further particulars, see any Santa Fe Agent.
SANTA FE, N. M
.
:
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

I RA
Successor to B. P. Williams

I have purchased the entire stock of horses & equipment formerly
owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready

at all times of day or night

to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will
endavor to five prompt and efficient service and trust to merit
:
::
::
:
our patronage.
.

AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST

Pbone

139

Santa Fe,

Red

New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department an "Distinguished Institution." Arm) officers detailed by War
".
',
; ;. .,.:
Department
Through Academic course, preparing young men tor college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School In the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the .West at an elevation of 8700
feet above sea level,: sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.
! Fourteen
Officer and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
colleges. - Tea buildings,
throughly
'furnlihed, heated, lighted and modern
'
,
in all respects.
,
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
.V-

"

;

'for

W. Q. HAMILTON, Vice Pre.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON. Secretary.
and W. A. FINLET.

particulars and Illustrated
talogue"

aini:

ca-

9

JiGOOD

pain In the

In the "small." right over the hips?
That's the home of backache.
It's caused by sick kidneys.
That's why Doan's Kidney Pills
cure it
Santa Fe people endorse this. Read
a cast, of It;
Hllario Baca, Delgado SU Santa Fe,
N. M., says: "About two and a halt
years ago I gave a public statement,
telling of my experience with, and
opinion of Doan's Kidney Pills. They
completely rid me of pains In my back
which had troubled me off and on for
months. When I stooped or brought
any strain on my loins. I suffered
severely and there were various other
symptons that my trouble came from
disordered kidneys. I finally procured
Doan's Kidney Pills and they brought
prompt relief. I continued taking
Doan's Kidney Pills and it was not
long before every symptom of my
trouble disappeared. The fact that I
have had no return attack, warrants
me in giving Doan's Kidney Pills my

;j
!

if!

Eulogies PronouncedOver the
Bier of Late Judge John
H. Knaebel
BT

THE

HIL

B. PRINCE

Attorney A.B.Renehan Adds His
Tribute to Character of
Deceased.
In addition to the eulogy pronounc
ed by Attorney A. B. Renehan on be
half of the sons of the deceased, at
the funeral last week of Judge John
H. Knaebel, and which was published
in the New Mexican at the time, Mr.
Renehan, also delivered an eloquent
L. Bradford
eulogy and
Prine eulogized the departed friend as
follows
This is not time for
My Friends
many words, and if they were many,
how inadequate and unsatisfactory
When the heart is
they would be.
most full, then It Is that the tongue
fails of utterance, and even if it were
fluent there are feelings at such time
which no words can express.
Tet, when the call - comes from
those nearest the departed to stand
at the side of an old friend whose
voice is stilled In death so that he
can speak no more for himself, it Is
impossible to decline.
And this was a menu
many
years. I have known Mr. Knaebel
longer than anyone in the far West,
for our acquaintance began long be'
fore either of us thought of leaving
the old home on Long Island; fully a
third of a century ago; when he was
one of the active practitioners at the
Brooklyn bar, highly regarded by all
in the legal profession and holding
the position of Assistant Corporation
Counsel.
When I was appointed
early in 1897 to come to New Mexico
as Chief Justice, he wag greatly in
terested in the proposed change of
locality and during my visit to Long
Island in the summer after my con
versations, he determined to move
hither himself at the first opportunity
and in December, on my return from
another visit to the old home he ac
companied our party, really as one
of the family.
I well remember the
time of our arrival here; It was Ions
after midnight on the 23rd of December.
The regular trains on the railroad then ran no farther than Las
tralin
'Vegas, but a construction
brought us as far as Glorieta and
from there the passengers came by
That night we
stage to Santa Fe.
passed at the old Exchange hotel,
overcrowded by new arrivals, and the
next day I moved into this house,
which was hastily furnished with the
most necessary articles, and night
after night we gathered around the
old fireplace in the adjoining room,
Mr. Knaebel himself being the center
of friendship and good cheer.
It is
a strange coincidence that this room
in which I stand, which was the first
in any private house which he entered on his western pilgrimage,
should be that in which he makes to
day his last sojourn before the de
parture to the Long Home.
What shall I say on this sad occas
his life
ion, of his character and
work? The first thought is naturally
of his profession, for he was, above
all, a lawyer and a great one. But
his brethren of the bar, will, no doubt,
take appropriate action, when those
best acquainted with him will tell of
his professional work.
Yet I can
not refrain from a few words on that
point, because really the bar was his
life.
He was a lawyer, pure and
simple, absolutely devoted to the leWhile he was a man'
gal profession.
of much public spirit, yet he never
took part in partisan
politics; he
made no political speeches; he held
no public office, he was never a candidate for any; he had no desire for
official station or reputation. Neither
was he a business man.
With his
sanguine temperament and optimis
tic views of the future, together with
his confidence in his fellow men,
there was nothing of the merchant or
the banker in. his composition, and
with him business ventures were- almost always synonymous with failure.
But he loved the bar the pure'
he could trace to its
law which
principles and its sources; . and as
such a lawyer he was truly great. In
preparing briefs for the court, where
questions purely of law were involved, he was unequalled in the West,
and unsurpassed anywhere. The law
was not only his profession, but his
recreation; there was nothing that he
of the
so loved as investigations
finest points, which he pursued to the
His mind was of the
very end

jt

--

-

execution.
Ordinary methods failed,
and here was illustrated the characteristic persistence of our friend. On
the afternoon preceding the execution, the last telegram was sent to
the President asking his interposi
tion; the gallows was ready; every
preparation for the execution was
made; crowds were assembled on the
surrounding hills, when almost at the
last moment the response rame by
telegraph which brought reprieve and
ultimately led to the liberation of the
doomed man.
But I must turn from all this to say
a word of his private character and
virtues, of the purity and simplicity
In him there was no ele
of his life.
he
ment of vanity or of assumption;
hated everything which savored of
In tbe very
conceit or unreality.
best sense of the word he was always
In his
a gentleman, a gentle-man- .
disposition, in his thought and in his
language there was never anything
!n
of roughness, or of coarseness;
everything he was absolutely refined.
He would not hurt a fly, still less
would he wound the feelings of the
most sensitive. If I should try to
state in one word his characteristics
I
that word would bn "kindliness."
remember last New Year reading a
little poem on New Year's resolutions
which commenced with a line:
"I am going to try to be kind."
And one would say that that was
the sentiment with which Mr. Knaebel commenced his life and which
characterized it to the end.
He had a great gift of language,
and he might have used this for invective, or sarcasm, or slander, or
detraction, or harsh criticism, but no
one, however well they have known
him, can remember ever hearing from
bis lips one word of unkindness.
What a life record this, to pass
the
through long years, making
world always brighter, happier and
more cheerful.
What a world this
would be if no word were uttered to
injure the reputation or to wound the
sensibilities.
Yet that is his record;
that is what I believe he would have
us remember today.
And what better could be said of
That he was kind, gentle.
anyone?
considerate, tender, sympathetic, al
more
What
ways friendly to all.
could any one of us desire, than to
have for ourselves this summing up
of our life work, which is so eminently true of our departed Friend.
LAS VEGAS TROUNCES
SANTA FE 8 TO

6.

Interesting Game of Ball Yesterday
Afternoon at Athletic Grounds.
Small Attendance.
(By Dan C. Ortiz.)
The Meadow City aggregation of
ball tossers yesterday took the mea
sure of Ed. C. Burke's Santa Fe Beav
ers by a score of 8 to 6. The game
waa a beautiful exhibition of the national pastime and there was only one
bad inning, tbe fourth which caused
the downfall of the locals when tne
Vegas batters fell unmercifully upon
Ed. Safford's flingers and secured
five hits and the same number of
runs. Up to this inning Safford was
pitching winning ball. In the fourth
Safford was retired and McCarthy
was substituted and held the visitors
and
to three runs .and three hits
struck out seven men. "Doc" Mc
Carthy was very effective with men
on bases: The fielding of both teams
was very good and only three errors
were made by each team, and the
batting of the locals was also splen
did especially of Pete Berardinelli
who secured two hits, one walk and
one sacrifice out of five times up, one
of the hits being a long drive to right
field for three bases. Lockhart, the
pitcher of the visitors was also very
effective with men on bases as shows
the summary, eight Santa Fe runners
being left on bases, he struck out
eight men and besides secured three
hits out of five times up one of them
a long drive to left field for three
bases. Cornish of Albuquerque play
ed short-stofor the locals and se
cured two three baggers, one of them
in the first Inning scoring three men,
he played a beautiful game at short
having four putouts and one assist
to his credit without an error. Stanton took the fielding honors making
four difficult catches in center field,
he also played a good game at the
bat getting one hit, one sacrifice and
two free transportations out of four
times up. Martin of the visitors
caught a fine game and also secured
p

.

Wilson
a
the visitors also played

and Arze, "of
fine in the
1;
field. Angel also made some beautiful stops. Alarid, of the locals play
ed his usual beautiful game at sec
ond accepting four difficult chances
without an error. The attendance was
ft
very small yesterday only 109 paid
admissions which puts the local ball
N. M
team over $40 in tbe hole, the real
cause for so small attendance Is not
definitely known, some of the fans
complained that the ball park Is
too far from town, but this shouldn't
highest grade; he had the most acute keep them from going as the hacks
mental power of any man I have ever and busses made a special low rate
seen.
for the round trip. The game was
And it is to be remarked that with played at Association Park and real
all his legal knowledge and mental ly was an interesting and exciting
acumen he never used these qualifica- game and was not decided until the
tions to oppress, to wrong or despoil; last man was out. Mr. E. C. Burke,
rather he was always ready to em the local manager is a hustling and
ploy them to help the oppressed and energetic manager and all last week
to right projected wrongs;', to estab- was kept very busy seeing that his
lish' some legal principle or to defend players got plenty of practice, and
the friendless; and the, question of also was careful that the grounds
compensation for. such work, never were put in good condition for the
entered his mind. Only a few weeks game. Mr. Burke says that If the
ago he said to me that throughout town don't support the team as they
his legal career he had done more should that he is going to quit and
work without pay than that for Which let somebody else take the managehe had received remuneration. And rial ring and see if they can have a
when he was enlisted in a cause he good hall team without the proper
was persistent to the Very' end. The support. A good Base Ball team is
Kelly case, with which many of you the best advertisement that a town
are familiar, was a notable example can have, and the Santa Fe business
Of these characteristics.
In that, a men should get together and see that
murderer had been convicted in the their team is accorded the proper
first degree and sentenced to death. support
t
His counsel had exhausted every
National Crusade Against 8moklng
means which legal ingenuity could
A society of men of prominence insuggest for his defense, the Supreme
Court of the Territory had affirmed cluding David Stair Jordan, presithe judgment,- and the time of the dent of Island. Stanfford University
execution drew near; mil others had has been Incorporated in New York
abandoned hope, when Mr. "Knaebel to wage a national crusade against
Detune , interested in the ease and the use of tobacco In any form but
'
ecr- jnoed new effort to prevtutthe
;; ..
moking.
three-bagge-

r.
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Economic Value of Move
ment It Many Millions
of Dollars
FIRST

B

MERIT

BADGES

Good Manners, General Courtesy, Helpfulness in Lit
tie Things.
The leaders of the Boy Scout movement of America say that the economic value of the Boy Scout activities
amounts to many millions of dollars in
a year. This value lies in the prevention of malicious mischief and
crime among boys growing out of the
"ga-instinct and in the instruction of boys to do constructive things.
Boys naturally get together in crowds,
have their leaders, and plan 'various
stunts. If the boys are extremely energetic and have any tendjency towards destruction they are likely to do
danger to a great amount of property.
The damage to property
which
boys can do was shown by the recent investigation into the Police
Department of New York. Many police captains complain that one of the
greatest difficulties with which they
have to contend lies in gangs of boys.
They furnished records of thousands
of destructive deeds of boys. Throughout the east and west sides of the city,
thousands of mischievo'm boys destroy
fences, break windows, damage houses
and do many other little things thft
as a whole amount to a great deal.
g"

One of the aims of the Boy Scout

movement is to prevent this destruction of property.
The leaders of tbe
Boy Scout organization recognize the
gang instinct and are seeking to develop it along proper lines. They understand that boys have lots of energy, want to have fun, and want to be
busy doing things. They understand
clearly that if this tendency of the
boy is not turned to good use, it results in evil and malicious mischief.
Accordingly, Lorillard Spencer, Jr.,
and other workers of the local organ!-za'ioat New York are planning to
form more troops in different parts of
the city. They want to get the boys
interested. They want them to engage in activities that will train them
physically, and be of use to them In
after life.
Throughout the country is aim of
turning the energies of boys into use
fulness rather than to urge the de
struction of property is going on. Reports from all over the country indicate that the aim of the Boy Scout
leaders is being attained. The Boy
Scouts in Jersey are fighting the
Out in Kansa3 tney are trying
to clear off the flies. In New Hampshire and Ohio the Scouts are doing
everything possible to protect the
birds. In almost every state in the
Union, they are planting trees. Bovs
like to help the firemen and the nolic.
and in various cit.es the chiefs of po
lice, realizing that a boy's help is
much better than his annoyance, are
training the boys in police work and
various activities. The firemen are
training the boys how to act quickly
in case of fire and many instances
have been recorded of ihe catching of
thieves and the saving of lives of Deo- n

mos-quito-

Pie by Boy Scouts.
Tenderfoot

Badges.

Thousands Of new Tenderfoot
badges Issued by the Boy Scouts of
America have been shipped during the
last week to boys throughout the
country. The badges consist of the
American Eagle superimposed on the
neur-ae-ii- s
and are finished in gilt
Judge Llndsey, Calls Boy Scouts Ideal.
Hen a. Llndsey. ludee of the Juve
nile court of Denver, Colorado, who
Las become famous the country over
occause of his enthusiastic work in
behalf of boys, sees great possibllitii
for good in the Boy Scout movement
He is c'osely in touch with the nov
Scout t ctivities in Denver and is advising the Scout Masters there as to
the methods of handling the Dovs lie
has observed the appeal that the ac
tivities have for the boys and has perceived how, through the spirit of fun
and play, the characters of the boys
can be molded. He likes the Boy
Scout organization because It does not
preach to the boy. It unobtrusively
appeals to the hoy's sense of honor."
nor these reasons, Llndsey, who is
a member of the National Council of
the Boy Scouts of America, is con
vinced that still greater things can be
accomplished through the
tion. "I am enthusiastic," he writes,'
"about the Boy Scout movement. It
is doing tremendous good all over the
country and Is just the thing that we
have needed and bids fair to fulfil a
dream I have had for a long time,
namely: a practical scheme through
which we can impart ethics and rules
of moral conduct that differ from our
methods of preaching that have never
taken and never will take with boys. I
only wish I had the time to write an
article upon what I mean, and how the
uoys bcouts are takine care of the
Idea, that I hope can do even more
than they are doing in that direction."
First Aid Merit Badge.
At the suggestion of Charles Lvnch.
Major of the Medical Corps of the
United States army. In charee of the
First Aid Department, the test for the
Mem Badge of First Aid to the Injured has been arranged to comprise
ten different phases of emergency
work. Before a boy can obtain a
First Aid Merit Badge, he must do
the following things; demonstrate ar-unciai respiration; treat, dislocation of
the lower Jaw; apply proper dressing
tor a fracture of the uncer arm! dem.
onstrate treatment of wound of the
neck with severe arterial
hem nr.
rhage: treat injury of th lee withnnt
severe hemorrhage; apply bandage
to chest; apply dressings for fracture

of thigh; show what to do for rupture MORE THAN $125 A
of varicose veins of the leg with seMONTH FOR CONCERTS.
vere hemorrhage: treat bite of fineer
by mad dog; demonstrate rescue of; Adjutant General A. S. Brookes Gives
List of Contributor to Support
person in contact with electric wire.
1
Scouts Help Destroy Moths.
of Band.
Edward Spanhoofd, teacher in St.
The following persons have conPaul's School, Concord, New Hamp
shire, ana bcout Master registered j tributed amounts set opposite their
with the Boy Scouts of America, has respectives names to the band for
got the boys interested in clearing; Sunday concerts for the month of
ana conquering Drown tail moths. He June, 1911.
Frank W. Clancy, $1.00.
is accomplishing a double purpose:
L. C. Armijo, $1.00.
First, the Boy Scouts are nrnvine of
A. J. Chapman, $1.00.
help to the community. Secondly, they
Wm. J. Mills, $2.00.
are being trained in thrift because
I. H. Rapp, $3.00.
are
the
work.
money
they
by
making
Robert. P. Ervicn. $1.00.
The boys get paid One Dollar for every
thousand nests or the moths that they C. W. Fairfield, $0.50.
Rupert F. Asplund, $0.25.
gather; the insects being destroyed.
J. E. Clark, $5.00.
Prominent citizens of Concord, who
Jacob Weltmer, $2.00.
are interested in forestry, gladly have
Montezuma Hotel, $1.00.
furnished the money to Dav the hova
Butt Bros. Co., $2.00.
and already many thousands of the
Palace Hotel, $2.00.
motn s nests have been destroyed. "I
Water & Light Co., $2.00.
think it is a work" writes Mr. SpanJulius Muralter, $0.50.
hoofd, "eminently fit for the activities
Mulligan and Rising, $1.00.
of the Boy Scout patrols as it is for
Moulton Espe Co., $1.00.
the common good and affords them a The
Ceo. M. Xeel, $1.00.
legitimate way of making money
Theo. Corrick, $1.00.
I
necessary for their equipment.
H. Baca, $1.00.
think that one of the principles of
The Capital Pharmacy, $2.00.
the Boy Scout movement should be
M. B. Krause, $0.50.
that it should be, as far as possible.
Seligman Bros. Co., $3.00.
In that case, there
C. V. Armijo, $1.00.
must be given to tbe Datrols onnor- The Santa Fe Hardware & Supply
tunities of making monev. and I think- Co., $2.00.
that in a good many places in New E. P. Davies, $0.50.
England, the gathering of brown tail j Y. R. Plummett, $0.50.
W. X. Townsend Co., $1.00.
lontns nests, being at once a neces
sary and a public spirited work,
Hardware Co., $2.00.
should be easily financed in the way
J. H. Vaughn, $1.00.
we' hone to do in Concord. Thn nrtre
C. L. Bowlds, $0.25.
of One Dollar for one thousand nests' A. Reingardt, $1.00.
was found bv exnerienpfi
in&t anffl-- l
J. H. Gerdes, $2.00.
cient to stimulate the school children
New Mexican Printing Co., $1.50.
to do their work with effective
H. S. Kaune Co., $1.00.
en
thusiasm."
Thos. A. McCarthy, $1.00.
The Boy Scouts of Chicaeo are aid
S. Spitz, $1.00.
ing the city authorities in a fleht
Adolph Seligman, $2.00.
Zook's Pharmacy, $2.00.
against the tussock moth. J. H Prnah
'
F. McKane, $1.00.
city forester of Chicago, has made ar
B.
J.
Read, $1.00.
rangements with H. H. Simmons,
R. J. Palen, $3.00.
Field Secretary of the Boy Scouts of
O. K. Barber Shop, $1.00.
America by which the bovs will be
organized into a systematic search for ' J. Pflueger, $2.00.
H. C. Yontz, $1.00.
the pests. The boys will be supplied
F. Andrews, $1.00.
with hand sprayers and will hunt for
John Hampel, $2.00.
me insects ana tne cocoons on the
Farah & Mignardot, $2.00.
trunks of the trees.
Delgado Bros., $0.25.
Badge Leads to Good Turn.
Leo Hersh, $1.00.
Monroe G. Kelly, of 179 Marcv Ave.
Sisters of Charity, $2.00.
nue, Brooklyn, New York, Scout Mas-Furniture Co., $1.00.
ter of the Boy Scouts of Amerira ha a
$1.00.
Henry
Krick,
reported to Headquarters that a Ten- - Dudrow Lumber Yard, $1.00.
aertoot badge was the means of doing
Capital Coal Yard, $1.00.
a service to an orphan. One of the
Santa Fe Trail Curio Co., $1.00.
Scouts in Kelly's troop was going
W. G. Sargent, $2.00.
home one evening when he was a lit- viiui lea r . j",asiey,
tie fellow, ragged and tired, wearing
Akers & Levy, $2.00.
a Tenderfoot badge. He Instantly took
Wr. E. Griffin, $0.5(T.
an interest in him and the lad's condi- H. F. Stephens, $0.50.
tion aroused his sympathy. He fol
Parlor Meat Market, $2.00.
lowed the boy for several blocks and
Anaya & Lopez, $1.00.
saw him slip into a hallwav. curl un
Morgan Livery Co., $1.00.
Cleofes Romero, $12.00.
and try to go to sleep. Then the
Fred Siegner, $2.00.
Scout went up to the Tenderfoot, ex-- !
plained who he was. and asked if he ,H, B. Cartwright & Bro., $2.00.
"Winter Grocery Co., $0.50.
could help in any way.
The Ten
i
F. T. Blandy, $1.00.
derfoot proved to be an ornhan fmm
Edw. L. Safford, $1.00.
Philadelphia who had come to New
Bowman & Dunlavy, $1.00.
York in the hope of getting a job and
R. C. Garrett, $1.00.
making his own way. The Scout led
N. Salmon, $1.00.
the Tenderfoot to a boys' lodging-- '
I. Sparks, $1.00.
house and although he himself is getG. W. Prichard, $2.00.
Dollars
Three
a week ha
ting only
Fred Fornoff, $0.50.
advanced money for a weeks lodging
"
C. E. Linney, $0.50.
ior tne attie fellow. He related the
E.
C.
Abbott, $1.00.
instance to Mr. Kelly and the hn
M. Garcia, $0.50
was returned to relatives in Philadel
Miss Mugler, $0.50.
phia.
P. S. Lowitzki, $0.50.
Helpful in Little Things.
St. Michael's College, $0.50.
Boy Scouts are expected to be cour- L. B. Prince, $1.00.
teous. One of the Dlanks of the Smut
J. R. McFIe, $1.00.
Law is that a boy always should be
E. C. Burke, $1.00.
F. C. Wilson, $0.50.
polite to women, children and old peoAcaslo Gallegos, $0.50.
ple and should never take pay for be
'
ing courteous. In explanation of this ' J. G. Schumann, $1.00.
J. A. Massle, $1.00.
plank the leaders of the Boy Scout
A. S. Brookes, $2.00.
movement say:
Andres Pacheco, $0.50.
"Good manners, in addition to show
R. H. Hanna. $1.00.
.
Ing a spirit of general courtesy and
W.
H.
$1.00.
Goebel,
helpfulness, will lead the Scout to a
A. S. BROOKES,
numoer or other things just as nec
Adjutant General.
essary. His conduct at the table will
be correct He will not spit on the
street, nor In any nublic nlaoe. nn In Justice of Peace Court, Precinct 17.
lend himself to the making of any TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO, )
Defendant. )
nuisance,
it is always a pleasure to
A writ of attachment having been
associate with a well-brewell man.
nered boy and it should be a great sued out in the above entitled cause
satisiaction to the Boy Scout to know
)
that he is meriting the approval ,t COUNTY OF SANTA FE.
)
Bond & Nohl Company,
those about him.
)
Wood-Davi-

s

I

j

1

Akers-Wagn-

j

'

'

'

j

"

i

Plaintiff,

20 YEARS AGO TODAY

(Tem tta

New Mexican ef this

datt

1891.)

The city government is mighty slow
in organizing.
Where is his honor
the mayor?
It comes to the knowledge of the
New Mexican
that a number of
healthseekers from Kansas. Nebraska.
Indiana and other states have heon
deterred from coming to Santa Fe
this summer on account of the ignorance of physicians who live in the
middle west who have warned their
patients to keep away from Santa
Fe on the ground that "owing to its
location so far south it is intolerably
hot In the summer."
A pamphlet
aeanng witn plain facts ought to be
sent to such Ignoramuses as these.
Hon. Tranquilino Luna,
the well
known and popular sheriff of Valencia
county, is in the capital today.
will be trumDS in the next
campaign, hence the Republicans of
rew Mexico can do not better than
to organize and maintain their
strong and efficient Republican cluba
in every precinct and town in New
Mexico.

)

vs.
) Notice
Ed. Sullivan,
)
in the above named court, and the following property, to wit; a certain
wagon, the property of the defendant,
having been duly attached under said
writ, and the defendant not having
been found so that a summons can be
served on him; notice is hereby given
unless the said defendant appear before the Justice of the Peace, Jose
Ma. Garcia, at his office, in the above
named precinct and county, on the
21st day of August, 1911, at the hour
oi ij a. in. on saiu aay, to make answer to said cause and said writ,
judgment will be rendered against
him and the said property sold to pay

the debt for which Juagment may be
rendered.

VICTORIANO CASADOS,
Constable, Precinct No. 17, County of
v
Santa Fe.
June 23, 1911.

For summer diarrheoa in children

always give Chamberlain's Colic, Choi-er- a
and Diarrheoa Remedy and castor
oil, and a speedy cure is certain. For
sale by all dealers.

ROSWELL AUTO CO., ROSWELL, N. M.
Carrying the TS. mail and pas
sengers between Vaughn, N. It, and
Roswell, N. If, connecting with the
El Paso Jb Southwestern and Rock Is.
land Railroads and the Atchison, To-Santa Fe Railroad.
peka
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m.. ar.
rive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
, Leaves RoaweU at U:S0 a.
u, arrive in Vaughn at 6:30 p. m.

Baggage allowance 100 lbs.
te
.ch regular ticket, exeeas
baggage
at the rate of $5.00 per hundred Iba
We are equipped to carry any kind

trunki or baggage, up to 1,500 Iba
Special rates are given for excur
sions, tor eight or more passengers.
of

For further information, write the
Roswell Auto Co, Roswell, N. 1C

J We STOCKARDa
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It is a terrible indictment of moral
conditions in the United States, to
tBi,
J. B. READ, Castier,
halted,
read in the annual report of the Suri- A."
f,
P.
McKAKE,i&sfctaxtCxsfer.
geon General that two hundred of
thousand
every
hospital admissions
OF MARYLAND
are due to diseases of vice, a proporAUTOMOBILE
WRITES
INSURANCE, PROTECTING
tion far greater than that for Europ-peaDAMAGES
TO THE PUBLIC
AGAINST
OWNERS
armies whose morals are proverbially lax. It must be understood
through the use of Automobiles, and it is a very Important
that the cases sent to the hospital
and necessary kind of INSURANCE.
must be grave and give but a glimpse
BAN9CINQ INSTITUTION IN
On
of conditions that cry for a remedy.
NBW
MBXIiCO.
IN 1870.
It is idle, to argue that this is caused
MOULTON-ESP- E
by the abolishment of the canteen,
-for venereal diseases, if local doctors
,
,
tell the truth, are increasing with
SANTA
N..M
GENERAL AGENTS,
FE,
frightful;' rapidity,, evert .in slow, old
Santa Fe, which is blessed with canteens and also '"regulated" vice. No
its tranches.
wonder the Literary Digest remarks
on
ail kinds of
ON
BUILDING
AT
WHEAT
TRADES
MARKET
"that the efficiency of the United
""
J8ttslsiM(Bl
LEVELS.
eMCMrtae
afeaBet
ON
STRIKE.
LOWER
MUCH
aMH
setts
bonds and
PARIS
States Army is being seriously im
paired by alcoholism and the diseases
Thousand of Them DeTwenty-Fiv- e
due to dissipation." v But it is not Corn Was Heavy and Oats
Weak. General Rains
mand Abolishment of Piece
only the army that is threatened, but
e ttbetat-tee-m-e
as
and Cooler Weather.
asanajr aftaaateetf OktveseCtaasf warld
Works System.
the manhood and womanhood of the
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
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SLOW TO LEARN.
DECLINE OF GREAT INDUSTRY.
The farmers of eastern New Mexico
The statistics of sheep and lambs
are slow to learn that they cannot
on farms and ranges, made public
hope to make a success of farming
this afternoon by the Census Bureau, in arid sections unless they adopt
are surprising if not startling. They scientific methods. The papers are
show, for instance, a decline of more doing their best to teach the lesson,
than 10 per cent in the number of
7
lua,i:u"u'
favor-that
unusually
sheep in ten years, for in 1900, the able season
summer
the
and
early
,,T,f0rt
flisnfiTia
cnc,,
,,mmtm
rains, crop's are not what they would
sheep anl lambs, and last year they be if
they had been plowed last winfound only 51,638,590 of which 29,707,-00were ewes, 7,148,366 rams and ter, and there had been general preparation
the spring to retain the
wethers, 12,168,278 lambs and 2,614,-94- moisture during
in
soil. Says the Mcinthe
not
classified.
sheep and lambs
In that time the number of sheep in tosh Homeland:
"The fallacy of planting crop, withNew Mexico decreased from 4,890,487
to 3,286,285, while in Arizona they in out plowing has been fully demoncreased from 924,761 to 1,061,363 strated this year and every farmer
However, the public is cautioned that has been convinced that the plan is
owinfe to the different dates of enu-- ! erroneous, but horse feed is a partial
meration in 1900 and 1910, the figures excuse for this system of farming. Ite
for lambs are not comparable for nas been he!d ty some that by. plow-thIt has been
two periods. As previously shown ;inS we loose moisture.
the number reported in 1900 as of Proved this year that plowed ground
date June 1, was 21,650,746, while in retained moisture longer than
the number returned as of April Plowed ground and crops perished on
e
15 was only 12,16S,278.
This de-- the unplowed land while on the
ed
on
land
kePt
hey
growing
through
is said by the Acting Director
to be more apparent than real. If the the drought of May and June."
To this the Waco Tribune adds:
enumeration in 1910 had taken place
e
as of June 1, the number of lambs at
"The drought has made great
two census periods would prob- - roads on the corn crop and the yield
ably have been
approximately the will be cut short: Notwithstanding
same as shown by the other statis- - this fact some farmers will have .corn
to sell.
A Tribune man was in the
tics.
Excluding the lambs from consider- - office of the Exchange Realty
the other figures are fairly com- - Pany yesterday and saw some samples
Such action would leave a of corn raised on the farm of W. R.
parable.
Etchison, near Whitney, in Hill
net total of 39,470,312
with county, which, acording to that
sheep for 1910, as compared
at least thirty
for 1900.
The total will tleman, will yield
This is not the
be slightly changed in the final report bushels per acre.
of the Thirteenth Census by the tabu- - case with many of the farmers of that
lation of supplementary schedules for section and Mr. Etchison was asked
Arizona and New Mexico, which will to explain how he was so fortunate.
add approximately 100,000 to the num- - His reply was: 'Plowing deep and cul- ber stated.
Hence, it is seen that tivating often.'"
The Estancia News applies the les
there was actually a decrease of only
locally as follows:
1 per cent in the net total number of
sheep in 1910 as final-- 'This lesson applies to the farmers
ly to be compared with . the corre;; to the stancia Valley with as, much,
if not more force, than it does' to the
.
(
sponding total for 1900.
Texans1.
.Those who have plowed deep
The figures in the present state-ment do not include the number of fnd cu tiyated often, will have crops
sheep
benefitted by
cities and towns as distinct from so' have no crops 10
recent
the
rains.
Merely
stirring
hereon
those
farms and ranges given
in.
Their total in 1900 was 179,600, up the soil with a disc, instead of
while the preliminary tabulation now deep plowing, does not put the soil in
in progress indicates that the total condition to cause a crop to start
for 1910 was approximately 255,600. right. And unless started right, all
the rains that ever fell, cannot proMore remarkable is the fact that duce results."
one
has
less
than
it
Ohio, although
third the area of New Mexico and has Tne commtttee tnat
the
no free range while he farm lands Katimua Educational reported,4to
Association on
average mucu uiguer m value iiiau Saturday at San Francisco that the
those of New Mexico, has yet, 700,'
great national failing is disregard of
000 more sheep than this territory.
the ,aw repeated an opinion that
and thoughtful men and women
press
tion that free range is not a neces- have
expressed ' frequently in late
sity to the sheep industry but it years.
This lawlesnessv however.
would take a considerable change in do.a nt
wlth the mor
hp,
management and methods in New tacular manifestations of crime, such
Mexico to make the sheep industry
and
ag lynchingSi trust violations
profitable without free range or the other
but ,n tne diB.
t CTi
range on the national forests.
regard of the ordinances and regula- According to these census returns tions of community life. The example
New Mexico is not the leader among i8 set by citizens who pride them-th- e
commonwealths in the number of selves upon their patriotism and who
sheep as has been stated by some. It would resent being called anarchists,
is not even second or third, but has They disregard such laws, for instance
The states as those forbidding" gambling, or
dropped to fourth place.
having more than a million sheep tn gaie of intoxicants on ' Sunday,
are:
or limiting the speed of automobiles,
.
Montana, 5,372,6-39or prescribing regulations and safe-- I
Wyoming, 5,194,959.
guards for the majority of the popuOhio, 3,907,055.
lation. Then there is also the Idea
New Mexico, 3,286,285.
fof some parents that unless their
Idaho, 2,950,534.
sons are rowdies
and smoke' and
Oregon, 2,696,779.
drink, they are effeminate and unable
Michigan, 2,306,476.
to cope with the world, that help to
i
'California, 2,234,125.
inculcate this spirit of lawlessness,
Utah, 1,827,180.
which if unchecked must lead to the
Missouri, 1,808,038.
greater crime which all stand ready
Texas, 1,757,963.
to condemn.
The Educational Asso
Colorado, 1,424,187.
ciation is on the right track when it
Kentucky, 1,360,004.;
recommends that children be taught
Indiana, 1.336,967.
the enormity of law violation, whether
Iowa, 1,145,549.
that law merely forbids playing poker
Nevada, 1,103,889.
for money cr the carrying of a bicy
..
Illinois, 1,062,846.
cle lantern at night or- - whether it
Arizona, 1,061,363.
forbid murder and highway robbery
'
The number of fleeces of wool and or the violation of the anti-trulaw.
the total weight of the clip for 1909.
has not yet been completely tabulaThere is a total of 13,401,597 acres
ted. The average weight per fleece Btill subject to entry in the Las
for a grop of 16 states already tabu- - Cruces land district, one of the six
latea is t.v pounas. in iuo tne aver- - districts in New Mexico. Much of
age weight per fleece for these states this however, is mountainous and in
was 6.8 pounds, and for the entire sections where irrigation as well as
United States, 63 pounds. If the aver-- 1 dry farming are out of the Question
age weight for the United States for j Some of it is mineralized, and some
me aggregate 0i it grazing land, wmie a consider
ib . puunas,
weight of wool shorn in that year, able portion at present grows nothing
There are porincluding that clipped from sheep on better than cactus.
farms and in cities at the date of, tions again like the Mimbres vallev
enumeration, and that shorn from where by
pumping or
by works
sheep afterwards slaughtered in the catching the flood waters large areas
spring of 1910, before the date of enu- can be reclaimed and be made, to pro
meration, will be approximately 296,- duce bountifully.
The important fact
000,000 pounds; while if the average is that New Mexico Still has some
r
weight for the farms of the country 45,000,000 acres from which the
is only 7 pounds the weight of the
may choose a homestead and
farm clip will not greatly differ from if he selects wisely, knows his bus!
that returned by the census of. 1900, ness and is industrious and thrifty,
or about 277,000,000 pounds.
he will thus lay lhe foundation for
a competency. Elbow room is not yet
Judge Elbert H. Gary, who has at a premium in this part of the
just organized a world steel trust, in United States and will not be for
slsts that the "golden rule" should some years to come, although it is
comer will
prevail in business the same as in evident that the early
church; that the success of the ri- have the pick of the lands that are
y.
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ous concern to the conscientious and
businessman. He thorough
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After reading carefully the testimony in the Hubbel-Spadfight at
Albuquerque, the New Mexican comes
to the. same old conclusion, that whiskey and gambling are the two most
fruitful sources of trouble for human
otherwise the tens had no
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CAPITAL 850,000.00
Does a General Banking

Business
I

Your Patronage Solicited

Mrs. G. W. Prichard has returned
from the coast.
R. Rasmessen. the curio dealer of
Tucson, Arizona, is in the city.
Dr. Morris H. Tiniiall nf T.as Tru
ces, is at the Montezuma hotel.
William I Cain of Atchison,
Kansas, is a guest of John R. McFie, jr.,
Miss Heloise Dfbert, formerly of
Santa Fe, is visitipg friends 14 the

B. LAUGHLIN;

-

President

W. E. GRIFFIN.

city,

Cashier.

H. F. STEPHENS.

,

Asst. Cashier

1856.

.?

Incnrnnrated

-

1901

Outing Outfits
I We Make a Specialty of
Camping

and Touring Goods.
KHAKI IS THE FAVORITE

TROUSERS, COATS, SHIRTS,
HIGH TOP, SHOES AND LEGGINS.

t

oM

amies' Department

MISS ,A

?

5

the Montezuma hotel. He came as
far as Las Vegas with Hon. Charles
A. Spiess who also has been in
Merle J. Pettis, who has been ia
Missouri v.siting relatives, has retjrn-ec- i
to the city. Misses Anna and Emma Strone. two
charming young ladies of Mora ana
formerly pupils at Loreito Arademv.
are visiting Miss Lina Baca, who re- turned yesterday from Mo-i.

Thnrntnn
and Mrs. J. p. Victory returned Sat
urday evening from an outing on the
Santa Clara, forty miles northwest of
Santa Fe. They, report trout fishine
and

I

'

Mrs.

good.
Major R. C. Rankin,

deputy terri-torial traveline auditor, is auditing
the books of the office at tho onnrt
house.
This is one of Mr. Rankin's
regular auditing . trips. Las Vegas
Optic.
Ralph W. Enos has returned to San- ta Fe from Los Anee
where, his mother and his sister
.

are staying at present.
Colonel H B Pain has

Gauntlet Gloves,

,v

I

Phone

P. O.' Box, 219.

Phone 3.

INSURANCE
Boiler)

arrived in the city Saturday to at- - h. O. Bursum, suffered an attack of
tend the examination by the board scarlet fever a
week ago. Such cases
of health and medical examiners.
have not been sever- - in
ro
ll. A. Scheurich of Clovis and for-- ! r
merly a prominent Santa Fe business man will be up and out again soon.
wm arrive tnis evening to jo.n Socorro Chieftain.
Mrs. Scheurich who Is visWig Mrs.
Warden Cleofes Romero, of the ter-A- .
J. Fisher.
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remain- - here for several
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Medical Examiners, is at the Palace. ful executives New Mexico has ever
.
.
.
.
.
.
,
.
A
Tl
lelL luls eveums ior nis nome in
ne nas come to preside at the meet- ing of the medical board which con-- ! Tularosa, after a day's visit here on
tnB way home from Washington and
vened at the Capitol this forenoon.
Hon. Geofge Curry, formerly gov--1 lne eastern cities. Las Vegas Optic.
ernor of New Mexico, arrived hp
Miss Lulu Pankey. dauehter of Hon.
from Washington last night and Is at!anl Mrs. B. E. Pankey of Santa Fe,
nas married Aioert workman of California, according to a letter from
Kansas City, Kansas, --Mr. and Mrs.
Workman are visiting In the East and
KAUNE
GO will make their home at San Diego,
California, after September 1.
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guaranteed. Nothing
out the best the market affords for sale. We
still adhere to our old
policy first established
by us of
Kansas City

ONE OF OUR

:

IN STEP SUPPORTERS

:,

WILL HELP.

Fine, Ripe and Sweet.
BROLEYVALLEY CANTALOUPES

Can't

Be Beat.

...WE ALSO HAVE...

Arch Props and Supporters. ;
JOHN PFLUEGER, THE SHOEMAN
.

--

-

riviu

SOME SATISFACTION
...IN BUYINO...

Jewelry that is Absolutelyeliable.
Our Stock of WATCHES. CLOCKS. SILVER WADP. rirr
QLASS, FINE CHINA and JEWELRY la selected
r '.
oerjonallv. and we stand back hi everv artist

t&iWieWr

E

h.

C YONTZ,

Cut Flowers '
a
ei.j.ii.J
specialty
our or town araara

PLANTS,

Fruit

b,gt

Oaeoratlom.

FuMrri.
S
ajvan eereful attantian. Aa extra akarga ef
far aaeMng an erdare ani'arfS.OO.

J

'

-
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I THE

CLARENDON GARDEN

I

Home-Dresse-

"" ld
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vle.

If

.

Give Satisfaction.

They
:

:

:

Brand

Underwear,

Silk and Wool Union Suits, $2.25.
For SOMETHING SWELL look at these.

Suits 60c and $1.00

ce

Jffi

what the " B. V. D." Quality is.

YOU ALL KNOW

Suits at

$1.00 and $2.00 per Suit

COME AND LET US SHOW YOU WHAT WE HAVE.

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.

Circassian Walnut

WM. D. ARR1GIII

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL OF FURNITURE

PROPRIETOR.

Elegant Styl e

Magnificent Display
The Pathway to the

J

Drug Store

4

--

at

FURNITURE GO.

ACKERS-WAGNE- R

Is most frequently
trodden by those

It to Appreciate Its Beauty.
COME AND SEE THE DINING ROOM SET.
You Must See

whose scientific

www

knowledge of medicinal chemicals is
slight. The Druggists themselves are
largely dependent

xxxxxxxxxxxx

upon the manufacturer for the quality
of

chemicals
pensed. For

- reason,

dis-

that

use
Squibbs Chemicals
only, to Safeguard
our Customers as
well as Ourselves
we

LADIES' MISSES' AND CHILDRENS'

K

Low Cut Shoes

K
K
K

A

ADOLPH

Butt Bros. Co.j
"Always Keliable'
161

SELIGMAN

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

DRY GOODS
X

x

si

X

X

X

CO.
S

X

J. P. Steed

j

Dwelling House,
Fine Shade Trees, well located.
Will quote

SNAP PRICE FOR IMMEDIATE CASH SALE
Phone Black No. 52

Phone Black No. 221 Residence

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

&

Insurance Agency.

A Swell Line of

Naw Anfn Scarf

the

& Son

--

Vegetables
H. S. KAUFJE

Electrieifofit That Stay Hot
Etectric Toxiters v J.

::

a,DC.

Married

Girl.

Twelve-Year-o-ld

James M. Taylor, aged 38 yearn, who
married his brother
step
daughter, was arrested at Denver on
the charge of burglary.
ld

mm
WIRE

UP

THOSE

FURNITURE

MADE TO ORDER

SIGN PAINTING

All Work Gnaranieed.

DAY
DARK

X

Five-Roo- m

xxxxxxxxxxx

C

K
K

Worth Investigating

Niiht Phone Red 58

NEATLY

DONE

Phone, Red

it

115

AND

PLACES

gpt&rFe Water and Light Compamf

J

,

Gtand Opportunity.

DRUGGISTS
Phone

X

Midsummer Closing Out Sale

4

Mfr.

POP

L

1.00

Fish, Fruits and Vegetables

.!-- -.

General Manager F. C. Fox of the
Santa Fe, with offices at Amarillo,
Texas, and James L. Kuril, general
s;::ionntendent of La Junta and F. L.
Myers, superintendent of las Vegas,
will arrive here tomorrow in a special
train. They are w.th other officeis
on an inspection trip of the road,
.Theodore Espe, Jesse Nusbaum, P.
M. A. Lienau, have returned from a
delightful journey, finding one block
of snow ten feet thick on the Journey.
They slept Saturday night on top of
the Ranger's Cabin. They were accompanied by Thomas R. Stewart, supervisor of the Pecos forest and For

: : :

'

SOLE AGENTS

s

Crown

Poultry, Fresh

d

$1.00

Ever Worn Them?

You
:

: :

They are Solid Comfort.

Corn-Fe- d

a long trip and had a thrilling experience In the Rio Pue'rco where th SffXXSCSSSSXSCJCSSSX
Quicksands
nearly drowned . their CARRIAGE
CAR PAINTING
BERNAULLO APRICOTS Horses ana swanowea
up their carriage, finally disgorging it after it
SIGN WRITING
had passed under a big tree which
AND PEACHES
had fallen across the stream. Dr.
First Class Work. Guaranteed
Knapp said today that he would not
have believed such a thine noaihi
BUY YOUR
had he not seen it with his. own eyes.
Territorial
Land
Commissioner
Robert P. Ervien, Mrs. Ervien, their PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
son Howell and Captain Fred Fern-of- f
309 San Francisco
of the New Mexico mounted po
FOR PRESERVING NOW
Street
lice, were arrivals in Las Vegas last
will
not
be
They
cheaper but wilt night from Santa Fe, making the
XX
trip in the big Buick motor car of
go higher.
the Territorial Good Roads Commission. The p'arty left to return to the
Mr.
capital shortly before noon.
H)AILVRECEIPTS of
Ervien said they encountered considerable mud on the way, but aside
CARPENTERS
from a bad bog near San Jose, the
car made the trip in good time. Las
AND CABINET-MAKER-S.
,
Vegas Optic.

IWIUOUS

::0

..

:

:

We Have Them in

--

SANTA FE STRAWBERRIES
eat Ranger Gregory.- -'
Dr. David KnappA. M. Bergere
:
AND CHERRIES
and Luna Bergere have returned from

i

:

Have

BLACKBERRIES

sfe"

WMlng
)n tMMn.
and

nl Tabla Bouquau

.

Union Suits,

Beef, Pork, Mutton,
Veal and Lamb.

6

WATERMELONS,

If Ydtfr Instep is not Strong

Being Uncomfortable

Suits,

The place where satis
faction is absolutely

:

WATSON & CO.

No Use in

POROSKNIT

Phone 49 Main

'

Real Estate

vi.iw.ilMunHbuwdi.

Absolutely

Parlor Market
and Grocery.

&.

;

O. C.

49 Main.

SCHILLING'S BEST COFFEE, TEAS.
Mrs. T. J. Pollock, of Geary. Iowa, Assnrintinn
BAKING POWDER AND EXTRACTS.
is here visiting R. R. Pollock of Al--j
John Becker, Sri, is expected to
They are registered at rive from his
the Palace.
York about the loth or 20th of this Money Refunded if Not Satisfactory.
inomas
At loot
uayjora, a well known mnnth
at.
lumber man of Chicago who Is in- - was in Switzerland and
LAUGHLIN BLOCK,
having a very
terested in the Ramon Vigil grant, pleasant trip and in
health.
good
214
Don Gasper Avenue.
is at the Montezuma.
RpiPn Trihi.no
Dn V.
of AlDine.
Texas.

BROS. COMPANY,

Property-Ranch-

j

from
six month H fioinnrn nt TCnnena
City and Joplin, Mo., where he under-be- r

,.,,1

AUTO COATS, GLOVES AND VEILS.

(City

Warm Weather Wear

I

Negligee Waists,

SELIGf.1

MUGLER

Dr. A. M. Adam, of St. Louis Is at
Cin
tne Montezuma hotel. He is here to ed hnnkkppnpr i
attend the meeting of the .medical Bank.
board.
T
nr onn irro xc wr ou
oa
vow
trea J. Otero, a business man of
Albuquerque and son of the late Hon. Fe from a visit of several weeks in
M. S. Otero
is at the Montezuma Rftll thorn rnllfnrnJQ nrnaxn n- - TnuA.

1

r.

OFF

:..

I

ALSO CARRIES A FULL LINE OF THIS STOCK.

Riding Skirts,

j.r.:rj....:.lz

ae.)

I

,

w

High Outing ShoesV

..

Emmet Wirt, the merchant on the
Apache Reservation at Dulce is ir.
the city.
Dr. O. J. Whitcombe of Raton is
in the city to attend the meeting of
the medical board.
W. B. Patterson of South Boise,
Idaho, is a business man registered
at the Coronado hotel.
Dr. J. G. Moir of Carlsbad, and who
Is a member of the medical board, Is
at the Montezuma hotel.
Agent W. D. Sh?a left this mornlnK
for Denver, Colorado, on the D. &
R. G. on important business
Dr, Robert Smart, of Albuquerque,
is at the Palace. He is amember of
the Territorial Boarc" of Health.
E.J. McWeeney of ias Vegas, cap- tain of the News Mexico National
Guard at Las Vegas, is in the city.
Dr. J. A. Robertson, of Ozark. Mo.,
is here to attend the meetins of the
medical boatd .which begins today,
Dr. A. M. Peters of Winfleld, La.,
is one of the many physicians in the
city today. He is at the Montezuma.!
Mrs. Ross .McMillan left this morn- Ing for San Francisco. She had been
spending several months in this city.
Vr. D.: W.; Radclife of Belen. is
here to attend the meeting of the
medical board of which he is a mem- -

iV
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rage

from

could remember.
It is explained that R. S. Ryan. rei
On Fancy Ribbons Flowers Veils resentiag the Controller
Bay Naviga- tionrVim
This Month Only.
rods of the water frnnt mi tha imv
J
making the department officials de--j
.
iciare, a monopoly imnossible
ine matter was passed upon by the
South-Eas- t
Comer Plaza
cabinet in regular form, it was stated.
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Electric Stoves
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St. Louis Rocky

Pacific
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THE FORUM

Company

Railway

(3) Conspiracy

RATON NEW MEXICO.

GENERAL OFFICES

to damn the

heath-

I

-

M.
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this case. As you know, the Liquor
Traffic exists because voters through
political parties allow it to exist. Any
man who votes with a party which
stands for the perpetuation of the
Liquor Traffic is a perpetuationist
The Republican party foisted the license system on America, and has by
law since protected it.
The Democratic party is. even, more
openly
and avowedly a liquor party than is
this of your choice.
Certainly you
are a perpetuationist"
"I am no yellow dog Republican, I
want you to understand.
When the
party puts up a bad man I scratch
vote for the good man
his name.
always."
"You are no fool, Tom Walker. You
know a good man can be no better
You
politically than a bad party.
have seen it tried. You know what
happened to good Mr. Bryan who deplored the debauch his party was on
You know
and tried to reform it.
what happened to good Mr. Hanley,
who saw the friendship of his party
with the Liquor Traffic and tried to
divorce it. You know how the Democratic 'party has cut the one and the
Republican party the other until tneir
places in party council have been filled by liquor men and their names
are mentioned only to be hissed. You
cannot work your good man theory,
Tom Walker. You are a perpetuationist and as such you will kindly come
The law "of justice
along with" me.
to a fellow man required that you use
your vote' to prevent the fall of Alice
Davis, to prevent the murder of Mary
Wilson, to protect the childhood of
little lame Bob, and so on down the
as many
list, each one multiplied
times as your circle of influence has
If you have anything to
reached.
say why sentence should not be pro
nounced on you, say on, Tom Walker.
I am the
If not, let us be going.
DEVIL." ,
I plead ignorance" said Tom Wal
"I ' never saw these things in
ker.
this light before, and I pledge you
my honor as a Christian gentleman
have acted as I thought right. How
could I have cast my vote differently

Faint ?

weak heart, dizzy feelings, oppressed
Have
breathing after meals? Or do you experience pain
over the heart, shortness of breath on going
and the many distressing symptoms which indicate
poor circulation and bad blood P A heart tonic,
blood and
that has stood the teat of
over 40 years of cures is

fu

rs

body-build-

Pierce sGolden Medical Discovery
(4) Hypocritical Pretender.
White Slave
in
The heart becomes regular as clock-wor(5) Complicity
The red
20
blood corpuscles are increased in number and the
STATIONS
Traffic.
19 j Mllea
nerves in turn are well fed. The arteries are filled
THE DEVIL AND TOM WALKER.
(6) Abettor of Anarchy.
am
with good rich blood. That is why nervous debility,
4 00
0
Lv..De Motne9. N. H...Ar
7 30
the
said
(7) Enemy of Laboring Man.
"Hello, Tom Walker!"
3 50
Kumaldo
7 40
4
irritability, fainting spells, disappear and are over3 30
(8) Perpetuationist.
Devil.
05
11
Dedman
come by this alterative extract of medicinal roots
3 15
16
Tom Walker.
820
Oapulin
"Well!"
around. He
exclaimed
looked
Tom
Walker
05
3
put up by Dr. Pierce without the use of alcohol.
20
Vigil
I 35
2 45
Ask vour neighbor. Mini
"Well," repeated the Devil "what
did not recognize the speaker.
25
Thompson
k.n ,..,,1 f
25
9 10
2
81
(tnnnlnffham
scrofulous conditions, ulcers, "fever-sores,- "
white swellings, etc., by taking
How's Mabel?" the stranger con- - about It?"
1 65
9 35
42
...Clifton House N.M....
Dr. Pierce's Discovery. Just the refreshing and vitalizing tonio needed for
A case of mistaken identity."
1 30
10 00
49
tinued.
Raton. N. M .Lv
Ar
excessive tissue waste, in convalescence from fevers or for
Ar 10 15
Katon.N.M
anemic,
2 30
i.hv
The familiarity of the address was and it is up to you to explain."
people. Stick to this safe and sane remedy and refuse all " just
Clifton House N M.
2 47
. 9 49
shout
Walker.
to
Tom
not
nothing!"
"Explain?
Explain
pleasing
as good " kinds offered by the dealer who is looking for a larger profit. Noth..
9 32
4a
gPreston
"Mabel who?" he questioned short- ed Tom Walker. "It's all a LIE from
8 55
65
3 45
...Koehler Junction ...
ing will do you half as much good as Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery.
05
beginnning to end. I was never im
.Koehler..
3 35
ly.
. TOoIfftx
8 20
68
4 16
The Devil laughed. Then, with a plicated in a murder case I never
8 02
76
Parrososo
4 43
fine emphasis on the pronoun, said: had anything to do with White
7 45
Lv
6 00
..Cimarron
Ar..
POST CARD DAY
6 35
Lv- Ar a m
Cimarron
5 10
"Nice question for you to ask."
Slavery. I never defrauded a child.
6 27
5 18
...Nash
BROUGHT RESULTS.
the
damn
I
no
to
to
am
in
have
"You'll
yourself
explain
conspiracy
..
17
6
Harlan
-- i
5 2S
EDITORIAL
FLASHES
I
6 00
94
6 45
Ar
Ote Park. N.M...LV
I do not know any Mabel." The heathen. I am not a hypocrite.
m
From People to
pm p
Hearty Response
am not an abettor of Anarchy, and
Devil stroked his chin.
Governor's
Proclamation of
"She
as
a
he
observed,
for
of
the
"Sure
'Perpetuationenough,"
charge
&
K.
P. 9. w". Ry, train both Nortnjand'Sootb.lfl
lOonnects at Oolfax with
The' Mean Thing.
Great Value.
wasn't 'Mabel' when you knew her. ist' I do not know what it means."
SStage for Van Houten N. M. meets trains at Preston N.IM.C
A woman in St. Louis, according
"Well
Davis."
Devil.
was
Alice
"A
the
She
said
lie,
hey?"
M..
9.00
N,
N.
a, m, dally except
for KUzalwthtown,
M., at
Stage leaves (Jte Park,
to revelations In a divorce suit, was
re10 The
Albuquerque, July
"Oh!" said Tom Walker, "Alice then Tom Walker, prove it's a lie.
andsys, Fare te uu one way S3.50 round trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
to take the most unique sult of the recent Post Card Day and
going
WilMone
was
She
John
Dss
11.11
leaves
a
O. AS.trnl
for the south at
Mclnes, N,
p. in. arrives from the Davis yes, poor thing"!
Remembering your friend
revenge on her husband on record. the hearty response of the people to
tb at 4:38 a. D
of the finest girls in town until she son, prove that you are in no way
She intended to take a lot of bru- Governor Mills' "Call of New Mexico"
began visiting that wine parlor. Lord! responsible for the conditions that
nette hair found in his valise and are beginning to come in. In addiG. DEDMAN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
but it's hard to see the girls going led to his downfall. Remembering
bake it into a pie for his delectation. tion to the great advertisement reP. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
Superintendent,
to the bad by the strong drink Toute. Alice Davis, prove that you are in no
Only the Imagination- - of a woman sulting from approximately a million
wonder where poor Alice is now?" way responsible for the conditions
scorned could have conceived such a post cards, folders, and newspapers
She's that caused her downfall. Remember
She's In a Chicago dive.
which were sent out on June 22nd, the
retrlbutary scheme. Raton Range.
much longer. Twice ing little, lame Bob, who is in the
but she'll not-bday has attracted attention all over th'e
hi8
out.
because
mine
father
his
she
has
been pumped
spends
already
Great
Joshers.
country.
During the past week
dram
a
Beeh a good asset to the white slaver, money in
shop,
legalized
That Item In another part of the' twelve of the great newspapers of the
Next time they will let the morphine prove that you are in no way responpaper about a man being burned, at country have printed column articles
have Its way. But let's see you sible for the conditions that put him
the stake near Fort Sumner Is a telling about the awakening In New
there. Bearing - mind that you proare Tom Walker, aren't you?"
libel on this part of the country. We Mexico as shown by post card day.
such
to
as
a
and
fess
be
christian,
"That Is my name."
eat'em alive here. Another article All of the' St. Louis papers on Sun
to
Influence
utmost
"What excuse have you to' offer should use your
this issue tells how the trainmen day morning, July 2nd, published
in
for your part in letting this girl get answer your prayer.
"Thy WU be
Iocs Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NBW
point out a shack near LaLande or lengthy articles about New Mexico's
done', prove that you do it. Rememwhere she is?"
Taiban where Billy the Kid was kil- big boosting movement and similar
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Theace
into which law
A flush darkened Tom Walkeu-'bering the
led by a posse after a desperate articles have appeared in the newscome
saloon
has
influence,
face.
through
fight. Great joshers, those railroad- papers In Chicago, Kansas City, MemSir!" he exclaimed hotly, "you prove that you are in no way responers. Fort Sumner Republican.
phis, Louisville, Nashville, New Orinsult me! Your ignorance of my sible for conditions that are making
leans and in a great many newspasaloon
so.
that
the
it
can
be
Remembering
your only possible
identity
and better?"
Compulsory School Law.
Town Depers in smaller cities.
worst
man's
is
enemy,
the
excuse!"
labooring
"Did you ever hear of the Prohibit
extenof
one
of
School
most
the
velopment,
George
Superintendent
influthat
are
you
The Devil took a paper from his prove
using your
Burch Is making a thorough distribu sively circulated adveijtisfng magaence to destroy it. And now, as to ion Party?" "
and consulted it.
pocket
Yes but
OR
tion over the entire county of his zines of the country has- aked for a
"There seems to be no mistake the last charge; in every charge
Do you know what it stands for? ' excellent
on compulsory lengthy article on Post Card Day and
booklet
above mentioned, you have shifted
he said:
Yes."
education.
Either
the English or a number of other development and
believe."
onto
I
blame
the
the
Tom
saloon,
Who are you any way?"
What, does it stand for, Tom Wal Spanish edition of this valuable pam advertising journals have requested
times
a
thousand
yes.
Yes, yes,
Walker exclaimed indignantly.
ROUTE
ker?, Speak promptly."
Altogether it is esphlet will go into each home in the similar articles.
"It is not conducive to my busi Murder, downfall of woman, injust"The destruction of the' Liquor county and will do splendid mission timated conservatively that these
ness interests to wear a placard. Per- ice to children, damnation of the Traffic
It stands against White ary work for the cause of education. newspaper and magazine articles will
haps you can tell me who killed heathen, anarchy, enemy of the wage- Slavery, against child labor, against
reach an additional million people.
Santa Rosa Sun.
to
due
all
are
the
earner
these
yes,
John Wilson's wife."
corrupt practices "
To have obtained this advertising at
John Walker killed liquor triffic."
Certainly;
are
You
rest.
the
mind
"Never
space rates would have cost New
Just So.
For rates and full informatioa address
"This then is the meaning of the not as
her."
ignorant as you let on. Why
The
Mexico from $3,000 to $4,000.
at
man
When
a
hear
is
A
you
last
sneering
a
head
with
off
her
'Perpetuationist'
"Beat
charge;
poker,
did you not give your vote to this
a-Card Day results have demonPost
A-i-t
J ?
clean
Is
local
not
the
It
because
to
the
one
whose
influence
paper
goes
he?"
per
didn't
since It stands for the things
Paso Texas.
of the Liquor Traffic. Do party,
cheap and newsy as the city papers strated what can be accomplished by
"Yes, but he was drunk. I have petuation
you profess to believe in?"
you can safely bet that he does not united action.
known John Wilson twenty years and you understand?"
of
and
no
had
chance
"It
winning,
squander any of his wealth assist
"Easily."
saw.
a kinder husband I never
When
I did not want to lose my vote."
to make it better and that gener
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
he sobered up behind the bars and "Then clear yourself of the last
"You are a coward, Tom Walker, as ing
the paper has done more for him Small Holding Claim No. 3241 013809
of
found his wife was dead by his own charge and thus clear yourself
well as being a bright and shining ally
than he has for it The man who can Department of the Interior!
You are a nasty perpet
hand his grief made even the jailer all. Failing to do this, prepare for hypocrite.
not see the benefit arising from a United States Land Office.
the
consequences.".
been
have
You
uationist
weep."
praying local
Santa Fe, N. M., June 10, 1911.
mean
to
You
do
not
insinuate
that
paper is of about as much value
votand singing like a Christian, and
"They are going to hang John
to a town as a delinquent tax list
Notice
is hereby given that the fol
I stend for the perpetuation of the
ing men in to keep in power a po
lowing named claimant has filed no
and there is as much justice Liquor Traffic,' the cursed thing that litical party that protects the source McKinley County Republican.
"Yes,
tice of his intention to make final
VIA
In hanging a maniac for a maniac's led Alice Davis from her mother's of continuous murder,
prostitution,
:
In support of his claim under
Leads All the Professions.
You do not
to
proof
home
a
dive?
Chicago
evil
other
and
as
a
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HEW MEXICO POLITICS AND POLITICIANS
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intemperance and cruelty. The other
is an EngllBh marquis, so cold and
mercenary that I even prefer the diabolism of the duke. What is it that
impels me to tell you these things, Mr.
Packenstarker?"
Parkenstacker," breathed the young

While the

Auto Waits

Advertising
Talks

man.
indeed, you cannot Know now
much I appreciate your confidences."
The girl contemplated him with the
calm, impersonal regard that befitted
the' difference in their stations.
What Is your line of business, Mr.
Parkenstacker?" she asked.
"A very humble one. But I hope to
rise in the world. Were you really In
earnest when you said that yoy could
love a man of lowly position?"
"Indeed I was. But I said 'might'
There is the grand duke and the marquis, you know. Yes; no calling could
be too humble were the man what I
would wish him to be."
declared
Mr. Parken
I work,"
stacker, "In a restaurant."
The girl shrank slightly.
Not as a waiter?" she said, a little
"Labor is noble, buimploringly.
personal attendance, you know valets
aud "
I am not a waiter. I am cashier
in" on the street they faced that
bounded the opposite side of the park
was the brilliant electric sign "Restau
rant" "I am cashier in that restaurant you see there."
The girl consulted a tiny watch set
in a bmcelet of rich design upon her
left wrist, and rose, hurriedly.
"Why are you not at work?" she
asked.
"I am on the night turn," said the
young man; "it is yet an hour before
my period begins. May I not hope to
see you again "
1 do not know. Perhaps but the
whim may not seize me again. I must
go quickly now. There is a dinner,
and a box at the play and, oh! the
same old round. Perhaps you noticed
an automobile at the upper corner of
the park as you came. One with a
white body."
'And red running, gear?" asked the
young man, knitting his brows reflect
ively.
"Yes. I always come in that Pierre
waits for me there. He supposes me
to be shopping in the department store
across the square. Conceive of the
bondage of the life wherein we must
deceive even our chauffeurs. Good

By O. HENRY

pressed himself in the following
words:
"I want to say that a citizen of
New Mexico who would get up in
New Mexico or in Washington and
advocate anything which would retard its admission into the union
could not live there; he would be tar-reand feathered.''
Along Anyway.
Wash-ineto- n
We
have not heard that the cltznes
in
developments
New Mexico's chances of La Lande has adopted this, valuthis Bession more dubi- - able suggestion, but this is doubtless
Territory is getting due to the delay in shipment of the
and feathers. Fort
well as it is. Fort necessary tar

Strange!
It is passing strange that the oldest
states in the union not only have survived but have grown great under
constitutions that are vastly less
easy of amendment than New Mexico's is. Socorro Chieltain.

wife, somewhere,
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Any Other Medium.
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Small pay buc can learn
Angeles.
along pretty
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and unconscious beauty.
of automobiles,
Sumner
Review.
electricity,
Sumner Republican.
the only method of reaching the great plumbing, bricklaying 011 actual concome there at the same hour on the
auunknown quantity, the prospective
day previous, and on the day before
tract jobs, 300 students last year.
Don Kedzie's View.
Blood on the Moon.
tomobile buyer, declared
James A. Catalogue free. United Trade School
bill providing for that; and there was one who knew It.
next
When
the
There is likely to. be a shaking up the admission of New Mexico as a The young man who knew it hovHraden, advertising manager of the Contracting Co.. Los Angeles.
WOMAN HAD OVERLOOKED BET Diamond Rubber company, Akron,
In some political quarters near her state
'
Mex ered near, relying upon burnt sacriNew
the
passes
congress
Ohio, in an interview with a reprefrom rumors occasionally. Some who ico
fices to the great loss. Luck. His piety
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in
a
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Know
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page,
for,
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Forgot
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will
a
er,
It
pro
pass
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on
and
no protest at the action taken
ten, but Returns Home With
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vide for guards at Raton, Texico, El her book slipped from her fingers
health,
"The fact that only one man in many
matters, are deceiving themselves
Money After Shopping.
a bounded from the bench a full yard
be
and
where
and
other
quick and accurate in figures.
place
every
Paso,
Is a purchaser, or prospective purchasit is only the lull before the storm.
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man
It
er,
the
The
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a
had
automobile,
upon
Artesia Advocate.
from
pounced
gives
young
shop
just returned
hours of ten and eleven, a. m. First
to board every train, and if they find with Instant
tising man in the automobile or auto
avidity, returning it to its
ping tour, tired, but radiant
a
National Bank of Santa Fe.
New Mexican headed toward Wash owner
mobile
to
seems
consider
tire business a very
with that air that
He had just returned from the of
A Ten Strike.
ington will arrest him, and not let flourish In parks and public places a
able problem to work out
fice, tired, but well, tired.
Governor Mills sure made a
him leave the territory. Captain
TYPEWRITERS.
To reach the present owner of a
tem
Quivering with delight at the array
says the Deming Graphic, Fred Fornoff, who never talks, will compound of gallantry and hope,
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
machine
Is
so
in
not
the
the
for
with
of
of
difficult,
very
dress
policeman
rolls
from
respect
pered
samples snipped
when he appointed C. D. Miller terri- be stationed at Washington, and if
furnished. Ribbons and sup
goods, she emptied the contents of her course of regular advertising or by platens
torial engineer. His work as an en- a New Mexican shows up at the ca on the beat In a pleasant voice, he
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
remark
risked
an
was a metal- circular matter.
upon
into
her
There
Inconsequent
purse
lap.
and
silk
than
is
finer
spun
gineer
pital, will arrest him, gag him, and the weather that Introductory topic
The Immense factor the advertising and rented. Standard makes handled.
lic sound. A look of dismay crossed
now ne naa commencea me yuuuua- - return him to New Mexico. If this
world's
of
so
man
the
must reckon with is the vast un Ail repair work and typewriters guarfor
much
her
face.
responsible
tion of a Good Reads bulletin which quarantine law had been in force unhaDDiness and stood poised for a
Santa Fe Typewriter Exknown
exclaimed.
"I
There!"
she
Just
quantity the man who has not anteed.
will be sent free to any person in during the past few months the chan moment,
231.
Phone
change.
to
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fate.
a
is
who
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knew
forbuy.
was
I
had
bought
going
car,
there
awaiting
something
New Mexico interested in good roads ces are New Mexico would now be a
The girl looked over him leisurely;
His name is legion and he lives everyto
gotten
buy."
us
all.
means
Deming
and that
e
state. Unless something like this is at his ordinary, neat dress and his
"What was it, dear?" he asked with where. He may be in a bank or on a
Graphic.
the territory never will get in. tures distinguished by nothing par
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
an asumptlon of interest
farm, but his name and address are
However, if a careful quarantine is tlcular in the way of expression.
"I'm sure I don't know," she replied not known. He may read the magaTar Ready Any Old Time.
maintained at all outlets, and Captain
"You may sit down, it you like," she
petulantly, "but I find I have a half zines, but it is very much of a quesAt a hearing before the Senate com- Forpoff kept on watch to capture said, in a full, deliberate contralto,
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
dollar left!"
tion whether he has so far progressed
mittee on territories while the ques- the few who may slip over the line "Really, I would like to have you do
toward motoring as to be reading any
tion of statehood was under conside on a flying machine, there will be a to. The light is too bad for reading. I
of the automobile publications.
Aids to Memory.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
would prefer to talk.'
One certain thing is, though, that
ration, W. R. McGill of La Lande, ex- show. Western Liberal.
Emporia Man Hello, Griggs! The
Attorney-at-LaThe vassal of Luck slid upon the
last time I saw you, I think, was dur- he reads the newspapers. One can im- Santa
New Mexioe
Fe,
eat by her side with complaisance.
ing that summer when the grasshop- agine a man who does not read a daily
of
in
"Do you know," he said, speaking
but
he
conceive
cannot
that
the
trains
railroad
paper,
pers stopped
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
man being the owner or prospective
the formula with which park chair
Nebraska.
Attorneys-at-La.
men open their meetings, "that you
Omaha Man No, GrimBhaw; it was buyer of a car.
Practice in tie Distrl t Court as
In advertising our cars, we have
are quite the stunnlngest girl I have
the summer when the grasshoppers
of
seen In a long time. I had my eye on
didn't stop the trains in Kansas.
kept constantly in mind the great un well as before the Supreme Court
known quantity to which I have al the territory.
you yesterday. Didn't know somenight"
New Mexico.
Las Cruces,
luded. It is our pronounced conclu
Time Wasted.
body was bowled over by those pretty
But it is dark now," said Mr. Park
did
"If
so firmly opposed to sion that we cannot afford to devote
are
of yours,
you, honeysuckle?'
lamps
you
is
rude
full
of
"and
the
I
enstacker,
park
of the Geological Survey at WashC. W. G. WARD
Grant County.
war, why do you wish to send your a great part of our advertising appro'Whoever you are," said the girl, In men. May I not walk"
v
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District Attorn y
Territorial
to
Point?"
to
the
West
trade
pubDuring the month of June 105 cars ington, D. C.
tones, "you must remember that I
exclusively
priation
ley
If you have the slightest regard for
coke in Illinois.
of ore were shipped from Lordsburg. ;
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
am a lady. I will excuse the remark my wishes," said the
Ob, what's the use discussing the lications, because nearly all of their
"you
girl,
firmly,
New Mexico.
in 1910 the coke output of Illinois you nave just made because the mis- - will remain at this bench for ten min thing with people who are so narrow- - circulation Is within the trade or the Las Vegas,
The Twin Peak company is working
by take was, doubtless, not an unnatural utes after I have left. I do not mean minded that they always
want to list of present automobile owners.
25 men on development ana is run- according to statistics compiled
Chas. R. Easley
ning a double shift in the shaft sink- the United States Geological Survey one in your circle. I asked you to to accuse .you, but you are probably make a personal matter of every in Similarly, if we seek to reach the doc Chas. F. Easley.
tor through his favorite medical jour
The shaft has almost reached was 1,514,504 tons, an increase of Blt down; if the Invitation must con
EASLEY & EASLEY.
aware that autos generally bear the ternational issue?" Judge.
ing.
237,548 tons, or 18.6 per cent, from stltute me your honeysuckle, consider
nal, there are some six or eight of
the 300 foot level.
monogram of their owner. Again,
Attorneys at Law.
An Advantage.
the it withdrawn."
1909 and more than four times
these publications to be employed.
Sierra County.
"
Practice in the courts and before
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Kansas City Meats
We wish to announce that

charge.

4

4

We solicit your inspection and patronage.

F. Andrews

Phone No.4.

.",,

6,v'Trrr

J

'
neat, clean and experienced meat cutter will be in

Phone No. 4.

ing.
Mrs. McMillan Granted Divorce-Ju- dge
John R. McFie granted Mrs.
Ross McMillan a divorce from her
husband, Ross McMillan, the former
forest supervisor, on the ground ol
.
.
'iruelty and non support. Mrs. McMil- ,.
.
a.
snB,n-jan got a divoroe eoms Uale ag0 from
Mr. Lichtenstein and married Mr.
....
u ....... .
McMillan.
the Elks. They take the leading roll.
auto
Yellow Kid I s Here The
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known as the "Yellow Kid" which
on
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and
always
City Dairy.
carries the mall from Vaughn to
hand. Phone Black 188.
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Notice Order that
Brides Take
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its
in
miles
streak,
along
handmade embroidered robe of us, brief
career, according to a Technical
$15 up, perfect, at Goebels.
.
Home Struck by magazine.
Odd Fellows'
A hearty welcome we extend to W.
dollars
Lightning Several hundred
worth of damage was done to the D. Arrighi, whose advertisement has
New Mexico Odd Fellows home at been added to the list of New MexiRoswell last Friday evening by light' can advertisers. Mr. Arrighi has been
running the Parlor Market for several
ning.
The suit ot! years and has made it one of the lead-- .
Comes Up Wednesday
Smith and Ricker vs. Hill Brothers ing markets in the city. .Personal
be tried Wednesday before Judge tention, cleanliness and above all qual-JohR. McFie in chambers at the ity has enabled him to built' up and
enviable
this
position
Capitol. The suit involves $5,100 of maintain
trust funds.
amongst the leading business houses
Heaivy Rain Another heavy rain of Santa Fe.
visited Santa Fe this afternoon andj The Temperature The
mercury
for several minutes it came down in rangd from 56 t0 78
Qegrees ygter-bucket- s
full. The question ranchers day and the
relative humidity
aVrage
are asking is "May we not have too waa 62 per cent
,
,0WJgt tempera.
much of a good thing?"
ture ,aBj. nistht
v
mem-- !
Beavers Meet Tomorrow-T- he
was a parUy coud
c,ear
terday
bers of Santa Fe Dam No. 80,
during the forenoon J and generally
pendent Order of Beavers are IUUj cloudy in the afternoon, with showers
quested to meet tomorrow night at and thunderstorms over the moun-- j
their lodge rooms as business, of im- tains east and south of
the city. There
portance is to come up.
were brisk to high winds in the after-noomen
The
Campany F, Attention!
On Satirrday the temperature
l" ' UC6,WS auu lue
tional Guard will meet at the armory ""B'
o aveS Native humidity was 80 per
not later than & o'clock tonight

...,.

on SATURDAY,
JULY 1st, we will have our MEAT MARKET
ready for business, handling a full line of the best
K. C. meats. You can get just what you like.
A

i

Santa Fe, N. M., July 10.
For New Mexico Generally
cloudy with local showers tonight and Tuesday.

GROCERY and BAKERY

It will likely keep Its offices In that
building all summer. It is thought
that the college will prove popular
with young men and young women of
the city who desire a business train-
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Turquoise, Laveliers,

ll

Amethysts,

Opals,
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EXQUISITE DESIGNS
,v...
We recommend Wahham Watches
because we believe them to be the
best.
Our stock ofTers a wide assortment of

IN

.",

H-

GOLD AND SILVER

FILIGREE

Waltham Watches

Come in and talk match with us.
It will
rot obligate buyinR and it may profit
you
much.
c will explain what constitute
o good

"It's Time You Owned a Valtham."
'c will show yon the exquisitely thin model Walthains of
lire Colonial Series and will
name the Waltham movement
Lest suited to your
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SPITZ,
The Jeweler

DAVID S. LOWITZKI

3O

cto

Dealer in New and Second Hand

Furniture, Queensware, Tinware, Carpets,

ra

Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, Etc.

u
o

HIGHEST GASH PRICE

03

j

PAID FOR
,
SECOND HAND GOODS

New and Second Hand Goods Sold on Easy

rn

2--J

payments

have measurements taken for khaki c
n
Peco8 Washed How
Rfa
uniforms. By order of Captain King.
lawn party will be! Prtant " If that the road iuj the Santa
Party- -A
t0 the Upper Pecos.be com-a- t
given on Tuesday, from 8 to II p. m, Ff tcan
the residence of Mrs. Patterson and ple?' is again demonstrated, for the
fron? Canoncito and Glorietahas
Mrs. Byrd, if weather is fair, or if
clement at. the h6m of I)r C. O Har- -' .ee? 80 badly washed out since last
be Poetically impassrison in honor nf Mr and Mr Brnm .aJP
able. A. J. Fischer and party who re- are
who
to
soon
leave
Santa
Williams,
Fe. All friends are cordially invited.
Bring the Children tonight' to the
Elks they will enjoy "Winning the

Missionary
Society Meeting The
Woman's Home and Foreign Missionary Society of St. John's Methodist'
Episcopal church will hold its' regular
social and devotional meeting at the
home of Mrs. A. J. Teare, tomorrow
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
Judge Wright Grants Mandamus!
Judge E. R. Wright at Alamogordo,
granted the eremptory writ of mandamus asked for by certain petidqn-er- s
to compel an election for the commission form of government at Roswell.
Business College Opens The Santa Fe Business College opened this
morning in the high school biulding.
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Fields.
(Continued

Hayw&rd's S

that further rains in the cotton belt
since Saturday had relieved drought
conditions in Oklahoma and Texas
g
and rendered a
crop
of cotton practically certain with normal weather hereafter, caused heavy
general selling in the cotton market today. July contracts sold at 1372 and
August at 13.43, a decline of $2.25 to
$2.50 per bale for the day and lower erty.
than the price reached by the old
By order ol the City Council.
crop since early last autum
T. P. DELGADO,
record-breakin-

City Clerk.

WANTED A cook at United States
is pending Indian School. Apply Manager
of

the United club.
be reached
has a long

Mr. Sena Back.
Supreme Court Clerk Jose D. Sena
member of the constitutional conven
tion and formerly mayor of Santa Fe,
accompanied by Mrs. Sena, has re
turned from Jemez Springs where he
had a good rest and got rid of his
Mr. Sena made the
rheumatism.
trip in a carriage and crossing La
Bajada Hill he met an - automobile
on one of the narrow parts of the
Mrs. Sena, although not afraid
road.
of autos, was afraid of the ; fate of
e
two dogs which followed then;
and she alighted and saw that
they were not run over by the motor
which met them. Mr. Sena was back
at his desk this morning at the Capitol and many of his friends called on
Mm.

.

;

a

Tf you want
anything on earth
New M ex' can Want Art.

SWEET PEAS

Separate Colors or Mixed in Quantities to Suit.
Mail Orders Given Careful Attention.

JAMES C. McCONVERY,
405 PALACE AVE.

Phone, Black 204.

car-ralg-

Fort Stanton Investigated. ,
Officers ' oi the Treasury "'Department
have recently investigated con
ditions at Fort Stanton upon como
plaint of patients and residents
'
LSncoln county. These complaints
have been so annoying to the Trea
sury Department that the Marine
Sanitarium at Fort Stanton may be
abandoned and a new Sanitarium es
tablished in Arizona or in California.
According to the Carrizozo Outlook
the following are some of the complaints made:
1. Falsifying property returns.-'- ?
2. Abuse of patients fund.
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BREAD MAKER

mixes and
TV
kneads bread
thoroughly in
Three Minutes.
The hands do
L
not touch the
dough.

V
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BREAD MAKER
mixes an4

kneads Bread
thoroughly
in Three Minutes.
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Violation Peonage Law. of the Eight Hours
Violation

Intimidating patients.

'

Cruelty to patients.
7. Allowing drunken
disorder on
;r ;
place.
87 Allowing intoxicating beverages
to be sold on place contrary to law.
9. Defamatory
remarks about Superior Officers.
10. Failure to man hospital suffi
i
ciently.
from sta
j . 11.
Absenting himself
uon wunout permission.
12. Failure to inspect wards daily
'

Market

.
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injunction and the case
in the Supreme Court of
States where it may not
for two years, Carrizozo
wait before it.

Law.

R

E
T

Carrizozo Loses Legal Round.
Carrizozo has lost another legal
round in the battle with Lincoln fir
county seat honors. Judge E. R.
Wright at Alamogordo on Saturday
decided in favor of Lincoln the con
tention of the latter that the county
records need not be removed, j from
Lincoln until the courthouse and jail
at Carrizozo are completed as provided by Section 633, Compiled Laws
1S97. As construction on the new
county buildings has been stopped by

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, N. T., July 10. Reports

8, 1911.

Notice isvhereby given that Tuesday, August 1, 1911, at eight o'clock
p. m., is the date fixed by the City
Council of the City of Santa Fe, on
which the owners of property, or any
persons interested, abutting on San
Francisco St. and Palace Ave. in said'
City who have not consented in
writing thereto, may appear before
said City Council and be heard as to
the propriety and advisability of
completing the paving of San Francisco Street with vitrified brick and
the paving of a portion of Palace
Avenue with Asphalt Macadam, and
as to the cost thereof and manner of
paying therefor, and as to the amount
thereof to. be assessed against the
said owners of such abutting prop-
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therefore being premature.

4.
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from page one.

ered an abandonement, the contest

3.

t

July

Opportune Rains Relieved Difought
Situation in Texas and Oklahoma

GOVERNOR G0E3

1

WftTir.F Tft PROPERTY OWNHRfc'
Office of the Clerk of the City of fean- J
ta Fe, New Mexico. - -

turned from a fishing trip had to roll according to regulations.
immense boulders out of the road In
13. Failure
to have fire drill as
order to pass. The county commis- often as ordered
by regulations. sioners should repair the highway
without delay and the Goods Road
Commission
the Scenic COTTON MAKES DECIDED
complete
TUMBLE ON MARKET.
to
Pecos.
the
Highway
Upper

.

T6

MONDAY, JTLT 10. 1911

Phone
92

SANTA FE HARDWARE
& SUPPLYCO.

The Bi Store Sh rt Waist Sale
1

Saturday, July 8, is Our Lucky Day
HAT A CHANCE!

This is the Greatest Shirt Waist Sale you ever saw,
unless you have attended the Shirt Waist Sales we have held
1
v.
heretofore.
'

'

-

,-

HERE'S THE SITUATION
WE HAVE TOO MANY SHIRT WAISTS and we want to
clean them out to make room for Fall line. We won't carry
them over, for we simply won'tthat's all; and we are going to
sell them at wholesale prices, as prices are
no object, and are going to close them out
Come in and take your pick
will be right for next season.

The reputation of this store

at

f:.i..
!:

fJ..4.c.',v.

ANlPtlCE

but act quickly. The Shirt waist you buy will do you splendid service for this season, and
v

AVI LL

,

BE YOUR GUARANTEE that everything is as represented.

Early Buyers Will Fare Best

